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I. INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiff respectfully requests that after examining Plaintiff and Defendant 

arguments in this Rule 41 (g) return of property case, the Court rule as follows: 

• Reaffirm in part the Maryland District Court decision in the related Rule 41 (g) case of 

JK. Wiebe et al. v. National Security Agency et al. CA No. RDB-11-3245, 2012 WL 

1670046 (D.Md. Sept. 14, 2012), by confirming that the National Security Agency 

(NSA) may not refuse to return all of a person's personal property or computer and its 

contents on the grounds that one allegedly classified or unclassified but "protected" 

document has been found among those possessions. 

• Overturn NSA' s interpretation of the National Security Agency Act of 1959 (NSA 

Act) by forbidding invocation of this Act a) to withhold unclassified material for 

reasons other than securing sensitive information about current employees according 

to NSA's evolving standards, or b) to block appeal, at the Interagency Security and 

Classification Appeals Panel or other appropriate venue, ofNSA's use of the FOR 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY designation to withhold unclassified information from the 

writer or the public. 

• Mandate that for documents that NSA seeks to withhold or redact, there should be a 

more fulsome description with title, date and brief content notation, as in the HPSCI 

submission. 

• Require that the FBI and NSA account for all of Plaintiffs seized material, including 

but not limited to distinctive papers cited in the warrant, following the FBI's chain of 

custody as needed. 
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• Require that the FBI and any other agency that retains some or all of Plaintiff's 

personal property after resolution of this case confirm to the court that they have 

destroyed it. ( Only NSA has pledged to do so.) 

• Confirm the courts' right to examine government claims that material is properly 

classified or protected and does not violate restrictions on classification. This can be 

facilitated by NSA use of a free downloadable system based on Natural Language 

Processing that can rapidly compare unclassified writings with the allegedly classified 

or protected material, to determine whether the information is publicly available. It 

can also automatically redact the last names of current NSA employees (protected 

material) or other text that is deemed classified. Thus long waits that frustrated the 

Maryland District Court in a companion case may be reduced. Classification and 

declassification processes that are shown in this case to be badly broken may be 

reviewed more objectively and with minimal intrusiveness. 

• Require that any materials that the Court agrees should be classified or protected 

must be minimally redacted and the remainder of the document returned to the owner. 

• Find that classified material or unclassified material marked "For Official Use Only" 

and similar designations will be considered neither classified nor protected if 

classification of that material is prohibited under section 1.7(a) of Executive Order 

13526. 

• Rule that withholding of unclassified "protected" material from citizens by any 

government body may be appealed to the Interagency Security Classification Appeals 

Panel, just as withholding of classified material may be appealed, notwithstanding 

whether the NSA Act or pre-publication agreements are invoked to block an appeal. 
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The Court may find that most or all of the above issues can be properly decided within 

the context of summary judgment requested by the Defendant. In this case, Plaintiff 

moves for cross-summary judgment in her favor. 

There are additional and highly significant Fourth Amendment issues that require 

further exploration at trial because they potentially involve multiple illegal searches of a 

person never indicted. The facts are not yet fully established and thus require the 

discovery process. As Rule 41 (g) establishes, notwithstanding guilt or innocence, 

material seized pursuant to illegal search should be returned. Plaintiff does not seek 

damages but rather, in addition to her property, factual revelations opening these search 

policies to public debate as required in a constitutional republic governed by rule oflaw. 

II. HISTORY OF THE PROPERTY SEIZURE CASE 

A more complete summary of Plaintiff's case and her interactions with the 

National Security Agency is at Attachment 1. Key points to note here are: 

• For the last 5 of her 17 years as professional staff at the House Permanent Select 

Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI), Plaintiff oversaw for majority House 

Republicans NSA's budget, as well as the legality and effectiveness of its operations 

and NSA's expensive and failed efforts to modernize for the digital age. 

• Plaintiff's relations with NSA were contentious. They became more so in February 

2002, when she discovered its massive collection against US citizens- the President's 

Surveillance Program (PSP) - and attempted to modify or stop it through contacts 

with cleared persons in all three branches of government. After retirement, she also 

joined with four associates to request an audit ofNSA modernization programs, a fact 

that improperly was revealed to the FBI when the 2005-06 leak of part of the 
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domestic surveillance program was being investigated. 

• Because of her vocal opposition to domestic surveillance and almost certainly because 

ofNSA animus against her, Plaintiff and ultimately four of her associates became 

primary suspects in a leak investigation spanning over 5 years that sought the 

source(s) of a series of publications by New York Times reporters that revealed part of 

NSA's post-9/11 domestic surveillance program. 

• Despite the prolonged investigation, the attempt to secure plea bargains from Plaintiff 

and associate Thomas Drake, and indictment of Drake with charges totaling 35 years 

in prison, the government had no evidence against any of them. NSA improperly 

classified a document included in this case as a pretext to secure a warrant. 

• NSA also classified or re-classified documents found in Thomas Drake's house to 

support charges against him for a potential 3 5 years in prison. 

• These improper classifications, a knowingly false DoJ allegation of perjury against 

Plaintiff, and the prolonged investigation and associated high legal fees were 

designed to extract plea bargains from Plaintiff and Drake, but failed. Pre-trial 

hearings found that none of the five documents in Drake's case were classified, and 

the government dropped all ten charges in exchange for a misdemeanor plea. 

• At Drake's sentencing, Judge Bennett castigated the government for its handling of 

the case. He also extracted from the prosecutor an admission that there had been no 

evidence of motivation or fact to indict the other four, including under lenient 

evidentiary rules for conspiracy. After Plaintiff sued, the government finally said in 

January 2013 that it would not further pursue her case. 

• The government refused to return seized property, citing the NSA Act of 1959, so the 
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five launched prose Rule 41(g) lawsuits in Maryland (JK Wiebe eta!. v. NSA et al.) 

and here. 

III. LEGAL ARGUMENT 

In a 41 (g) case, the burden of proof is on the government to justify retaining 

private property. It must prove that proposed redactions are properly classified rather 

than public knowledge, and that redactions do not violate restrictions in E.O. 13526, 

Section 1. 7(a) that prevent classification : 

Sec. 1. 7. Classification Prohibitions and Limitations. 
(a) In no case shall information be classified, continue to be maintained as 
classified, or fail to be declassified in order to: 
(1) conceal violations oflaw, inefficiency, or administrative error; 
(2) prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency; 
(3) restrain competition; or 
( 4) prevent or delay the release of information that does not require 
protection in the interest of the national security. 

The past case histories of Plaintiff, her Maryland associates and the analysis of 

individual classifications below indicate that there is serious dysfunction in NSA's 

classification and declassification performance. Decisions by different authorities vary 

wildly. There appears to be no system to track or retrieve specific information that NSA 

itself has declassified, even in a related case. 

This has been true since 1982, when James Bamford refuted NSA claims that his 

first book on the Agency, The Puzzle Palace, was rife with classified material. It was 

true during 2011 pre-trial hearings, in which Bamford helped prove that NSA had already 

officially released all of the allegedly classified information used to indict Thomas Drake 

and threaten him with 35 years in prison. 

NSA cases like this one involve relatively current information, e.g. for the courts 
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or for notoriously backlogged Freedom oflnformation Act requests. These are 

distinguished from the growing millions ofNSA records that are supposed to be 

declassified after a specified time, normally 25 years, but are reviewed to ensure none of 

the information remains classified. As of 2007, 1 NSA had declassified but not publicly 

released 38 million pages, using either a "pass/fail" system that resulted in fewer releases 

or a preferable line redaction system. There had also been some mistaken releases. As of 

2007 there were limited resources available for this work; declassification reviews were 

at the bottom of the list for resources despite multiplication ofthe Agency's budget after 

9/11. 

It is evident that NSA requires a better long-term means of classification review 

that is inexpensive, accurate and minimizes manpower needs, as do other agencies. 

President Obama's E.O. 13526 in 2009 established a National Declassification Center 

(Section 3. 7) to streamline declassification and improve quality and standardization. It 

mandated "the development of effective, transparent and standard declassification work 

processes" and of "solutions to declassification challenges posed by electronic records, 

special media, and emerging technologies." 

Mr. Martin Peck's free classification review system could be a step in the right 

direction, and Plaintiff is willing to serve as a test case? The system is composed of 

advanced software, a corpus of written public information in the field being reviewed, 

1 Public Interest Declassification Board, Meeting Minutes Friday, December 15, 2006, NSA presentation 
by Mr. Louis F. Giles, Associate Director of Policy and Records at NSA. 

http://¥l'WW. archives.gov/declassitlcation/pidb/meetings/ nsa-12-15-07 
http:/\nvw. archives. gov/declassi(ication/pidb/meetings/ nsa-12-15-0l.ppt- 86. 5KB -
Archives.gov Website 

2 Mr. Peck is submitting an Affidavit as an expert witness in this case. 
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and annotations. An open system that can be freely downloaded by users such as NSA, 

its code can be examined and the public corpus updated by multiple contributors. It can 

also automatically redact classified phrases or protected last names throughout the 

material being examined. If this test case appears successful, NSA could routinely load 

its declassified documents into the corpora used for internal classification and 

declasssification purposes. 

It is apparent that in this case the Court also would benefit from access to 

independent data, improved timeliness and greater transparency. The Maryland court 

experienced long delays because NSA will not assign more than one or two Computer 

Forensic Examiners to these and other investigations. According to the declaration of 

Charles E., the current methods require an average of one week of work by him (not 

including subsequent review work by the Original Classification Authority) per digital 

medium. 

Prior government statements in the Maryland case, including explanation of the 

recent delays in completing review of Thomas Drake's 11 hard drives, indicate that NSA 

maintains a large backlog of current case forensics work, not just of documents facing 

automatic declassification. It has taken over two years since the court decision to review 

and return the four Maryland petitioners' electronic papers, and even this required several 

court interventions. NSA still must review for classification more than 10,000 of 

Plaintiffs emails, most of which involve discussion with her four colleagues about NSA. 

Besides lightening NSA' s burden, using an electronic comparison and filtering 

system could provide an agreed, unobtrusive means for the Court to obtain objective 

information, facilitating evaluation and discussion ofNSA's findings in camera. In a 
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FOIA case wherein the Second Circuit felt the NSA record search and evidence for 

withholding documents under the NSA Act was insufficient, it overturned summary 

judgment in NSA's favor and remanded the case, instructing the District Court to reveal 

as much as possible on the public record and to entertain in camera proceedings 

determining whether NSA met its burden ofproof.3 

A. The government continues to retain the great majority of Plaintiff's 

personal property. The government's contrary assertions are misleading. At page 8 of 

the government's memorandum and elsewhere, it is said that "the government has 

returned all property that does not contain classified or protected information." In reality, 

the government has returned none of the requested electronic documents from her 

personal account on her computer hard drive. These include her Word documents that 

were reviewed, any photos, and over 10,000 emails that have undergone a key word 

searches but may not yet have been reviewed.4 

Some paper documents also are known to be missing. The search warrant listed 

"classified documents missing headers and footers."(Attachment 8) Plaintiff found soon 

after the FBI arrived that these unclassified emails and many file folders immediately had 

3 The Founding Church of Scientology of Washington, D.C. Inc., Appellant, v. National Security Agency 35 
al.610 F.2d 824, (Second Cir.)l979, pp. 5 and 8. 
4 The computer was seized in July 2007 and Plaintiff first sued for its return in November 2011. Until July, 
2014, the government insisted that there were no emails while Plaintiff insisted that these comprised by far 
the largest part of her personal account and that they were stored on her computer, not in the service 
provider's "cloud." The National Security Agency is considered along with the UK's GCHQ to be the 
premier world expert in attacking computers and recovering data from them. The Declaration of Charles E., 
an NSA Computer Forensic Examiner, reveals that he searched only "C: Documents and Settings/Diane 
Roark" and no other directories. In mediation it was revealed that NSA looked for only one newer AOL 
email protocol, although the serial number as well as documents on the computer revealed that it was 
purchased in early 2002 when an older protocol was used. It is alleged that no emails were discovered until 
the House Intelligence Committee (HPSCI) asked NSA to search for emails sent between Plaintiffs home 
and work email addresses, whence the AOL account was found. 
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been removed from her office bookshelves. However, the stack of emails with headers 

and footers removed have not been returned or included among lists of papers NSA has 

retained. This also leads Plaintiff to fear that other papers may be missing. She has 

repeatedly pointed this out, but is merely told that all paper documents have been returned 

or listed to be retained. Plaintiff requests that the Court direct the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation, which by law must maintain a chain of custody, to ascertain what happened 

to these emails and to determine whether any other paper documents are missing. 

B. As previously stated to the government, Plaintiff wishes to return two executive 

branch documents stamped Confidential (HC 2) and Secret (HC 4) that were 

unintentionally packed among her many unclassified papers 

C. Plaintiff also voluntarily returns Unclassified executive branch paper documents 

and a CD, all marked For Official Use Only (part of HC 5, HC 6, HC 7, HC 9, HC 

21). Plaintiff does not recall knowing that these were among her other Unclassified 

papers and has no interest in them. Since they were Unclassified, they were more easily 

mixed in with her many unclassified papers. Plaintiff contests government retention of all 

other unclassified documents, including those claimed by HPSCI and those claimed by 

NSA under the NSA Act. Particularly egregious is the government's withholding ofHC 

14 comments justifying redactions to Plaintiffs OpEd. 

All of the disputed documents in this case, including in 10,000 emails still to be 

considered, are allegedly or presumably FOUO, except two allegedly TS/SCI documents 

and copies thereof that are considered in detail below, and the one Confidential and one 

Secret document that were unintentionally packed with Plaintiffs possessions and are 

being voluntarily returned. 
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As Plaintiff establishes below, under NSA policy at the time of her retirement she 

is entitled to retain these documents so long as she does not publicly reveal their contents. 

Nor did oral or written instructions to HPSCI staff discuss FOUO. The government 

appears to be attempting to hold Plaintiff responsible for adhering to regulations that were 

promulgated long after her retirement, or to an obscure Director of Central Intelligence 

regulation that was never specifically presented to or discussed with staff. 

Lack of guidance was probably due to the fact that until recently, there were no 

regulations restricting imposition of the FOUO designation and apparently few rules 

controlling its handling or destruction. A 2004 Congressional Research Service 

publication5 cited growing concern because "a uniform legal definition or set of 

procedures applicable to all Federal government agencies does not now exist"( emphasis 

added). In 2007, staff at CIA's prepublication review office admitted to Plaintiff that 

there were no controls on use of FOUO or counterpart designations by various agencies. 

Hence, a lot of information could be withheld for no good reason or to hide embarrassing 

facts such as those in Plaintiffs OpEd that CIA was handling. In 2009, E.O. 13526 1.2(c) 

again made clear that FOUO is not to be considered classified. NSA falls under the 

Department of Defense; it was not until February 2012 that the Defense Department 

published a four-volume manual, DODM 5200.01, that consolidated the marking, access 

and protection rules of all such information designations within DoD (emphasis added). 

5 Federal Research Division, Library of Congress, Laws and Regulations Governing the Protection of 
Sensitive But Unclassified Information," September 2004, l!ttQ://x.Y.~Y.}Y.Joc.govinith!lpjlf-file~::;hlLQQf. The 
document discusses handling of then-existing DoD types of SBU, none of which concern NSA. Some 
specialized categories of the now-obsolete designation of"Sensitive But Unclassified," that was used as an 
umbrella term for a proliferation of agency designations, had handling instructions, but they did not cover 
NSA, according to this document. 
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Plaintiff asks that the Court bear in mind throughout this case the lack of controls 

or procedures governing FOUO when she retired in 2002, meaning that such information 

may not have been truly sensitive even a dozen years ago, and its handling rules were 

decentralized and often ad hoc. NSA's claims that the NSA Act gave the Agency unique 

freedom to designate as FOUO anything it did not wish to release only further muddies 

this lack ofpre-2012 standards and guidelines. 

D. None of Plaintiff's own paper or electronic documents are properly classified 

and Plaintiff seeks return of all of them, as well as her computer stack and 

hardware. Individual documents and categories of documents at issue are considered 

below in tum. Plaintiff submits that government credibility regarding the two allegedly 

classified papers at issue is very low, and again points out that the burden of proof is on 

the government to establish its right to them. Under E.O. 13526 Section 1.2(c), "if there 

is significant doubt about the appropriate level of classification, it shall be classified at 

the lower level." 

1. Last version of a 14-page description of the THINTHREAD system, alleged to be 

TOP SECRET/SCI. (Declaration of Miriam P., p. 8) There were also two prior drafts 

that apparently had been deleted but found on the hard drive ("temporary files"). This 

paper was reviewed for classification numerous times by three former senior NSA 

employees (Plaintiffs Maryland associates Binney, Loomis and Wiebe) who designed the 

system and worked on it. Therefore it was on their hard drives, and it was also sent to 

Thomas Drake. 

The last time it was reviewed for classification, in early 2006, one word, a 

subsystem name, was removed as classified because, unknown to Plaintiff, the name was 
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still being used at NSA and therefore was considered classified when used with a 

description, albeit outdated, of subsystem content. Plaintiff deleted prior drafts and 

reminded her associates to do the same. As of now this subsystem name is widely 

publicized and no longer properly classified. However, Plaintiff seeks return of only the 

final version of the document. 

The tortured classification trail of this paper and its technical content reveals a lot 

about this case. The paper or its technical content was: 

• 

• 

• 

declassified (by an NSA lawyer), 

then reclassified (by NSA to justify a warrant for FBI raids on four homes), 

then treated as declassified (by the FBI and later the prosecutors p~rsuing Thomas 

Drake and Plaintiff, 

• then treated again as classified (when the FBI demanded that Plaintiffs son provide it 

• 

from his computer in June 2010 and subpoenaed him to testify before a grand jury), 

then treated again as unclassified (when the Maryland Assistant U.S. Attorney 

(AUSA) in the Rule 41(g) case also expressed disinterest in retrieving anther copy), 

• then declassified, and also returned to Kirk Wiebe (during hard drive reviews in the 

Rule 41 (g) case of four Maryland associates), and 

• now reclassified at a very high level (TS/SCI) in Plaintiff Rule 41 (g) case . 

Clearly this history calls into question the competence and/or motives ofNSA 

classification authorities. It also portrays knowing complicity in abuse of the 

classification process by the FBI and Department of Justice. 

Under E.O. 13526, Section 1.7 (c), information may not be reclassified after 

declassification and release to the public unless the Director ofNSA personally meets 
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three criteria: 1) he shows that otherwise there would be "significant and demonstrable 

damage to the national security;" 2) the information can be recovered without undue 

attention to it; and 3) the reclassification is reported promptly to the President's National 

Security Advisor and the Director of the Information Security Oversight Office. The 

government has not presented evidence that these standards were met and these 

procedures were followed for the THINTHREAD paper. 

The Opinion Editorial was also reclassified under a much higher designation, after 

7 years that included many pertinent public revelations that went far beyond anything 

discussed in the paper; however, the OpEd had not been declassified. 

a) After NSA cancelled THINTHREAD and before their retirement from 

the Agency in October/early November 2001, Binney and Loomis sought and 

received permission to develop the system commercially. This permission has never 

been revoked. In normal Agency procedure, the attorney verified that the system had 

been cancelled in August 2001, looked at the technology, asked Binney and Loomis to do 

some further research, then reviewed the research and approved their request. 

b) After retiring in April2002, Plaintiff immediately wrote the high-level 

summary paper to help Loomis, Binney and Wiebe outline and explain the 

technology approach. This 14-page paper was a very high-level, generic description of 

a multi-faceted system. For example, THINTHREAD addressed processing, filtering and 

selection, encryption, databasing, data relationships, retrieval, automated tracking of 

accesses to the database, automated alerts, reporting, distribution, and management 

metrics, all of which were covered in a short paper. The paper was not detailed and was 

deliberately written with insufficient information to allow anyone to reverse-engineer the 
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system, since it was not patented. Thus it also protected any US and NSA equities by 

denying the associated technology to hostile intelligence agencies. It underwent 

numerous classification reviews by Loomis, Binney and Wiebe (who had developed the 

technology and knew more about it than anyone else) in spring 2002, and another in early 

2006, at Plaintiffs requests. 

c) The THINTHREAD paper was improperly classified for use as "probable 

cause" in an affidavit to secure a warrant to raid the homes of Plaintiff and 

associates, because the government had no other evidence against them.6 The paper 

was freely given to the FBI by Bill Binney. The government has said in court that our 

possession of this paper was its primary evidence of probable cause of crime. The 

affidavit was sealed for years to cover up this false accusation as well as other 

illegalities. 7 

d) The Narus 6400 processor (and more capable Naruslnsight) fielded by NSA is 

described publicly8 in far greater detail than is the cancelled THINTHREAD 

processor within the disputed paper. The 6400 is based on principles similar to those 

6The government stated in Plaintiffs constitutional case that the allegedly classified paper was the main 
justification for the warrant, which was issued shortly after Binney provided the paper. Under questioning 
by Judge Bennett at Drake's sentencing for a misdemeanor, the prosecutor admitted that the government 
had no evidence of either fact or motivation, even under lenient evidential requirements for conspiracy, to 
indict Drake's associates. See the history of this case at Attachment l. 
7 Maryland litigants petitioned the Court and the affidavit was released in 2012. It redacted obviously 
unclassified material in an apparent attempt to justifY its sealing. 
8 Bewert, "All About NSA's and AT&T's Big Brother Machine, the Narus 6400," Apr. 7, 2006, 
http:/ /www.dailykos.com/story/2006/04/08/20043 1 I -All-About-NSA -s-and-AT-T -s-Big-Brother-Machine
the-Narus-6400. 
Robert Poe, "The Ultimate Net Monitoring Tool," Wired, May 17,2006. 
http://archive. wired.corn/science/discoveries/news/2006/05/70914 
Narus advertising is discussed at "Narus Lawful Intercept," Light Reading, "Narus Shows Off at RSA 
2005," Feb. 15, 2005, http://www.Iightreading.com/ethemet-ip/narus-shows-off-at-rsa-2005/d/d-id/61 0405. 
Wikipedia, http:/ /en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narus ~(company). 
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of THINTHREAD,9 was developed later and was somewhat more advanced. As 

revealed in detail in early 2006 by former AT&T employee Mark Klein, NSA was using 

the Narus 6400 for domestic and foreign collection at the San Francisco AT&T switch. 

NSA has never denied this. Mr. William Crowell, retired Deputy Director ofNSA, 

served on the N arus board. 

e) In the Maryland case, this document was found on the computers of four 

litigants. It was deemed Unclassified both then and previously. Two copies were 

returned to J. Kirk Wiebe. (Attachment 2) After the warrant was executed, the 

document had in effect been treated as unclassified. The FBI and the Maryland AUSA 

were not interested in retrieving it from another computer to which it had been emailed, 

or in wiping the computer as they have insisted on proceeding herein. This allegedly 

TS/SCI document was not used (as were the two Confidential and Secret documents also 

at issue herein) as an accusation in the attempt to secure a plea bargain from Plaintiff, nor 

was it listed among the allegedly classified documents supporting Drake's indictment. 

f) Edward Loomis, another Maryland plaintiff, wrote an ebook that 

contained considerable information about THINTHREAD and was pre-approved 

for publication by NSA. 10 

g) Thomas Drake had the THINTHREAD paper in his possession but the 

9 THJNTHREAD plans were given to the Israelis without permission and it is possible but unproven that 
this served as the basis for Narus development by Israelis. See "Senator Church's Prophetic Warning," 
Washington Blog, Apr. 22,2012. 
10 

NSA's Transformation: An Executive Branch Black Eye. hHP:!(Y~'Yi\Y"~m1<Y:Qn,s;.9rnfbl..S.A~: 
Transformation-Executive-Branch-Black-
s:,Q.QQ_k/ d!2fJ300 N 9 B P6 PG/ref"'sr l 1 . t~LJ}I>.""'Q9_9~~~jElJJT~_&qj£i=11J..<52.~~9.)J_&sr= l -
I &kevwords=eclward+ loomis+ebook 
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government never cited it when basing their indictment on claims that he had 

classified material at home. Instead, NSA retroactively classified five papers that were 

proven in pre-trial hearings to be properly unclassified, forcing the government to drop 

charges. Like three other colleagues, Drake was not charged with having classified on his 

hard drive although it contained this material. 

2. The draft Opinion Editorial (OpEd) submitted for prepublication review that 

NSA now claims is TS/SCI. Before submission, this paper was emailed as an 

attachment to be reviewed for classification by Binney, Loomis and Wiebe, who 

developed or worked on aspects of the THINTHREAD technology that it referenced. 

In the article, Plaintiff objected to domestic surveillance, and insisted that at 

minimum civil liberties protections, including encryption and automated tracking of 

anyone viewing or handling information in the database(s), be re-activated. Neither 

protection has since been restored. Plaintiffs interactions with HPSCI Chairman Porter 

Goss and Ranking Democrat Nancy Pelosi about these issues were referenced briefly. 

The article objected to domestic surveillance but argued that the technology should be 

used for much-needed NSA foreign intelligence modernization (TRAILBLAZER had 

recently been cancelled publicly), on condition that counterproductive changes to the 

original technology be reversed. 

NSA reviewers blacked out many allegedly classified as well as some admittedly 

unclassified passages. This left the article without coherent themes and factual detail, 

rendering it unpublishable. It clearly appeared to be an unwarranted "political" 

classification violating classification restrictions (p. 5). She immediately objected, and 

ultimately requested formally that the classification be reconsidered by the CIA 
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classification appeals board. She was never contacted about this again. 

There are many obvious reasons why this document is properly unclassified. 

a) No documents on the hard drives of Binney, Loomis, Wiebe and Drake 

were deemed classified, this one included. This document was on the hard drives of at 

least the first three. Like the THINTHREAD paper, this is another case of grossly 

inconsistent NSA classification practices in which some "Original Classification 

Authorities" deem the paper UNCLASSIFIED and others treat it as TOP SECRET/SCI. 

It is also prima facie evidence of prohibited classification for domestic political reasons. 

b) NSA appears to have retroactively increased the alleged classification to 

TS/SCI. Plaintiffs recollection is that the highest classification alleged 8 years ago in 

2006, well before an avalanche of widespread public revelations about domestic 

surveillance and NSA's capabilities, was SECRET. It is not possible for Plaintiff to 

check this, because NSA has refused to return the seized "interim" response that CIA 

mailed to this author (document no. HC-14) presumably to obscure the fact that the OpEd 

was inappropriately re-classified. HC-14 provided alleged classification levels by 

redacted line and paragraph, which would be essential as guidance for any author 

attempting to edit a paper to meet publication requirements. The motivation for re

classifying it at a higher level is unclear, unless it is to tarnish Plaintiffs case and/or 

prevent HPSCI embarrassment. 

c) Plaintiff's operative pre-publication agreement did not provide for 

withholding of unclassified information contained in this OpEd, which also contains 

no executive session material. The original NSA redaction document admitted that 

material concerning Plaintiffs memos and interactions with Chairman Goss and Ranking 
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Democrat Pelosi through their staff directors, as well as a conversation with Mr. Goss, 

were Unclassified, but NSA redacted them anyway, perhaps in deference to HPSCI 

wishes. 

The HPSCI claim that this paper contains executive session material cannot be 

supported. See pp. 32ff. As is well known, the larger membership of both the House and 

Senate Intelligence Committees were not informed about the program (in executive 

session) until2006, after the New York Times revelations. Briefings for House and 

Senate leadership before that were private and normally took place at the White House. 

The first executive session on the issue was convened more than 4-Yz years after Plaintiff 

retired. Obviously, Plaintiff could not possibly have acquired the information from 

executive session or participated in an executive session on that topic. Again, this merely 

demonstrates HPSCI' s unsupportable interpretation of prepublication agreements and 

HPSCI rules. 

Both Mr. Goss and Ms. Pelo~i admitted publicly in early 2006 that they had 

approved the domestic surveillance program and Mr. Goss publicly has acknowledged 

Plaintiffs work on the issue as well as his continued support for the program. Ms. Pelosi 

denies that she had sufficient information to oppose the system and her staff director 

claimed that he never forwarded Plaintiffs memos to her (contrary to assurances he 

repeatedly provided Plaintiff). Although Ms. Pelosi continues quietly to support the 

surveillance program, it is not popular in her high-tech district. 

In short, HPSCI arguments for classification of this article and withholding of 

supposed executive session material are an attempt to shield members from political 

responsibility for past positions and from embarrassing the Committee for knowingly 
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failing over 12 years to insist on available protections for civil liberties. 

d) In August 2006, NSA classified Plaintifrs objections within the OpEd to 

deactivation of the civil liberties protections built into the domestic surveillance 

technology. But in a sealed affidavit in July 2007, it admitted that a May 2006 

Baltimore Sun article containing the same information was unclassified. Despite this 

sealed admission, the government swore to the court in the Drake indictment of 

April2010 that the Sun article was classified, and it had until late 2009 informally 

indicated the same in Plaintifrs case. 

In reviewing this OpEd of August 2006, NSA classified the revelations that it had 

deliberately deactivated automatic encryption of any US identities pending a warrant and 

had also disabled the automated tracking of database use that would have revealed 

improper access to US citizens' communications and other data. 

Sealing of the affadavit appears to have been partially to hide the government's 

admission that the Sun article was unclassified, as the government had pressured both 

Drake and Plaintiff, who had been a source for the article, by claiming otherwise. 

Plaintiff was surprised that neither the Sun article nor the THINTHREAD piece was 

mentioned when the government formally asked her to plea bargain at the end of2009, 

though the two Secret and Confidential documents herein that were inadvertently packed 

in her stored boxes of unclassified were cited. 

Nonetheless, the Sun article was included in April2010 as one ofthe 5 

supposedly classified documents found in Drake's home, for which he was indicted. In 

2011 pre-trial hearings, Judge Bennett likewise ruled that the Sun article was unclassified, 

along with the other four items. 
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e) The NSA Director had also given Plaintiff permission to air her objections 

once the program leaked. In July 2002, General Michael Hayden, then Director of 

NSA, told Plaintiff she could "yell and scream and wave your arms all you want" once 

the program became public. The TSP part of the program became public in December 

2005; Plaintiff discussed her objections to TSP on background for a Baltimore Sun article 

published in May 2006. 11 

In August 2006, when the administration said it would try to block further court 

consideration of the constitutionality ofTSP, Plaintiff wrote her OpEd and submitted it to 

CIA for pre-publication review. By the time of the pre-publication review, Hayden was 

Director of CIA. Plaintiff objected to redactions, including on the civil liberties issues, 

and asked that CIA staff consult Hayden about his promise. Staff later refused to answer 

when Plaintiff repeatedly asked whether they had consulted Hayden. 

f) The book published by Edward Loomis, cited above, has far more 

information about technology used for domestic surveillance than does general 

discussion in this OpEd or in a brief paragraph within it. 

g) A short paragraph listing the ill-:conceived technical changes that 

degraded NSA's surveillance system is not classified. One change altered operational 

practices by chaining the phone and email contacts of US persons beyond "two hops" or 

"two degrees," although prior research had shown this to be counterproductive. When 

former Deputy Director ofNSA Chris Inglis revealed the three-hop practice before a 

congressional committee, it instantly received widespread publicity. The practice not 

11 Siobhan Gorman, "NSA rejected system that sifted phone data legally: Dropping of privacy safeguards 
after 9/11, turf battles blamed," Baltimore Sun, May 18, 2006. See Attachment 3 for the full article. 
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only threatens the civil liberties of vastly more people but also clogs databases with low-

utility information. 

Another technology change was switching the database from a half-century-old 

structure that facilitated quick retrieval to a more recent and widely known type that is 

more familiar to NSA and its contractors. Both these database types are definitely 

unclassified. 12 

Rising above those details, however, the main point ofthe government's objection 

to this short paragraph is that it does not want U.S. taxpayers to know that the system, 

which admittedly has been ineffective in finding domestic terrorist plots, is 

underperforming because ofNSA's own technical and operational errors. NSA would 

not be claiming the brief paragraph is classified if its core message were not all too true. 

If recently published documents are correct, NSA' s budget has roughly tripled since 9/11, 

but the Agency apparently believes there should be no accountability for the massive 

funds expended, including in part on ill-considered alterations to this system, even when 

civil liberties have been gravely undermined and the results are ineffective against 

domestic terrorists. 13 

It is not appropriate to classify innocuous and widely used technical approaches. 

Equally important, this is yet another example of using classification to withhold 

12 Plaintiff recalls that perhaps two other technical changes were cited that degraded the system. Binney 
assured Plaintiff that they were not classified. In the ensuing 7-"12 years since the raid, however, Plaintiff 
has forgotten what they were. The proposed software for reviewing unclassified writings should establish 
whether the techniques in question are common knowledge. 
13 NSA maintains it must collect an ever bigger "haystack" to find tiny domestic terrorist "needles," an 
obviously counterintuitive proposition. The real use and great danger of this "haystack" is its enormous 
volume of electronically filed personal information about US persons, whose information and contacts can 
be looked up thr~ugh any number of identifiers- name, telephone numbers, computer J.P., SSN, email etc. 
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information that is embarrassing and reveals the wasteful expenditure or public money. 

This is forbidden under Section 1.7(a) of the Executive Order on classification (p. 5). It 

also endangers national security by continuing to rely on a much less capable system than 

the original design. The revised technology has endangered the civil liberties of every 

American while admittedly failing to provide critical tips on a single case of planned or 

perpetrated domestic terrorist violence. 

This OpEd was not properly classified in 2006, when only the admitted TSP 

activities were known publicly. It most certainly cannot be considered classified now, 

much less classified at a higher level. Since June 2013, there have been many very 

detailed revelations about the President's Surveillance Program (PSP) beyond the TSP, as 

well as about operational methodology and advanced technology being used. NSA 

repeatedly has admitted that these so-called "Snowden documents" are indeed genuine 

and originate at NSA. 

E. The National Security Agency Act of 1959 does not empower NSA to withhold 

any and all unclassified documents. The stated intention of the Act was to allow NSA 

to manage its civil service employees separately from the Civil Service Commission, for 

security reasons. 

NSA now claims sweeping authorities derive from the word "activities" included 

in section 6(a): 

Sec. 6. (a). Except as provided in subsection (b) ofthis section, nothing in 
this Act or any other law (including, but not limited to, the first section and 
section 2 ofthe Act of August 28, 1935 (5 U.S.C. 654) (repealed by Pub. 
L. 86-626, title I, Sec. 101, July 12, 1960, 74 Stat. 427)) shall be construed 
to require the disclosure of the organization or any function of the 
National Security Agency, or any information with respect to the activities 
thereof, or of the names, titles, salaries, or number of the persons 
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employed by such agency. (Emphasis added.) 

However, the record makes clear that Congress did not intend to provide NSA broad, 

unique power to withhold any and all unclassified information. It reveals the problems 

Congress sought to address and explains the purpose of Section 6( a). The courts 

frequently refer to legislative history for background on Congressional objectives and 

historical context. 14 Wirtz v. Bottle Blowers Ass 'n, 389 U.S. 463, 468 (1968); Shell Oil v. 

Iowa Dep 't of Revenue, 488 U.S. 19, 26 (1988); Wilder v. Virginia Hasp. Ass 'n, 496 U.S. 

498, 515 (1990) (reference to a Senate report for evidence of "the primary objective" of 

the Boren amendment to the Medicaid law). 

1. The original Congressional documents and further discussion about their 

historical context and their content are at Attachment 4. According to both House and 

Senate committee reports, the purpose of the proposed bill was to avoid public Civil 

Service Commission (CSC) handling of information about NSA personnel by 

transferring this authority to NSA. Courts naturally look to the broad and stated 

purposes of legislation to resolve ambiguities in the more specific language of operative 

sections. 15 US. v. Turkette, 452 U.S. 572, 588090 (1981 ); 16 Knebel v. He in, 429 U.S. 

288, 292 n.9 (1977) 17 Personnel information could reveal then-secret organization, 

14 Yule Kim, Statutory Interpretation: General Principles and Recent Trends, Congressional Research 
Service, updated August 31,2008, htJp:/ifa~,Qrgi~gpjcrsimisci97_:~.B9.pdl: p. CRS-42. 
15 Ibid., CRS-32. 
16 RICO's statement of findings and purpose to eradicate organized crime in the U.S. is 
used to conclude that "enterprise" includes criminal conspiracies for illegitimate 
purposes, not just legitimate businesses infiltrated by organized crime. 
17 Rejects broad discretion of Secretary of Agriculture to administer the Food Stamp 
Program in view of the Act's purpose to "increase [households'] food purchasing power," 
making it invalid for the Secretary to determine that commuting expenses to attend 
training counted as household "income" in determining food stamp eligibility. 
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functions and activities ofNSA. Revealing an employee's name, rank, title and position 

in the organization could provide such information, and it could also expose potential 

recruitment targets for foreign intelligence agencies. 

The bill was referred to the House and Senate Post Office and Civil Service 

Committees that dealt with personnel administration, not to the Armed Services 

Committees and Defense Appropriations Subcomittees that then oversaw NSA 

operations. Their reports, as well as statements by administration officials, presented the 

legislation to the full House and Senate as an administrative bill transferring authority for 

managing NSA employees from the Civil Service Commission (CSC) to NSA. 

Section 6(a) gave the Agency the ability, if it so desired, to keep secret the 

number of people employed by NSA as well as the name, title and salary of an employee. 

This allowed withholding information about their positions that might reveal the secretive 

Agency's organization, structure and activities. All of this information, including the last 

three categories, was data that the esc had demanded in order to perform its 

unclassified auditing responsibilities, and that NSA over the seven years since its 1952 

founding had refused to provide. 

• The Senate committee reported that Section 6(a) is in the nature of a "savings 

clause." Savings clauses are designed to preserve remedies under existing law. 

They have a very limited function and serve merely to counter an inference that the 

statute is intended to be the exclusive remedy for harms caused by violations of the 

statute, so typically they do not create a cause of action. If there is a conflict with pre

existing remedies, the savings clause gives way, and even if there is no conflict, 

courts may construe a savings clause narrowly. The legislative history of the 
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provision may reveal its purpose or the court may reason from the scope and purpose 

ofthe new statute. 18 A saving clause is an exception to the general things mentioned 

·in a statute, and normally is intended to save rights pending future proceedings if the 

statute or portion thereof were subject to unrestricted repeal or annihilation. 19 

Therefore, if the NSA Act were repealed, NSA presumably would temporarily be 

given overriding authority to refuse to reveal employee information, so it could not be 

forced to compromise NSA's structure, organization and activities. Hence the 

Section 6(a) language "nothing in this Act or in any other law," could be interpreted 

as temporarily protecting NSA in the event of repeal; otherwise, this clause usually 

means simply that Congress is serious, it seldom aids interpretation, and is not always 

construed literally to disregard other applicable laws, even in the few cases where it is 

construed literally.20 Senate clarification that this is a savings clause also helps 

explain the broad language of the "structure, organization and activities" clause. No 

other meaning for Section 6(a) was discussed in the report language or administration 

submissions. Even if there is no conflict with other language, courts may construe a 

savings clause narrowly City of Rancho Palos Verdes v. Abrams, 544 U.S. 113, 125 

(2005). 

• The most controversial issues before the Committees were preserving the Secretary 

of Defense's authorities over NSA and ensuring that NSA did not use its authorities 

18 Yule, CRS, op.cit., pp. CRS 33-34. See Cooper Industries v. Aviall Servs., 543 U.S. 157, 165-68 
(2004) clarifYing and limiting the "sole function" of a saving clause in the Superfund law that "does nothing 
to 'diminish' any cause( s) of action ... that may exist independently." 
19 The Law Dictionary, http://thelawdictionary.org/saving-clause/. 
20 Yule, CRS, op. cit., pp. CRS 35-36. 
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to hire additional high-ranking personnel or raise their pay beyond Civil Service 

standards. Any intended authority to withhold all unclassified information would 

have been much more far-reaching and controversial. 

• Both Committees said the bill gave NSA no more powers than were available to 

other intelligence agencies, which could then also protect their employees' identities 

and activities. Other a~encies did not have legislated blanket authority to withhold 

any and all unclassified information; 

• The House and Senate handled the bill as routine and uncontroversial. The 

Committee reports were the only information available to Representatives and 

Senators for an "administrative" bill that passed both houses with no debate and no 

recorded vote. 

Four NSA employees hired 30 to 40 years ago who retired in the late 1990s and early 

2000s were presented only the more limited interpretation of the NSA Act. In the 

1960s, they were told that the Act meant they need not and should not reveal to anyone -

including the Bureau of the Census and even the courts- their employer, their title, their 

salary, their job description or location in the organization, etc. Though these restrictions 

loosened in the 1980s, they were never told that the Act covered information other than 

administrative personnel issues. A person hired in 2001 who had previously been an 

NSA contractor, Thomas Drake, received no briefing on NSA Act requirements. 

The documentation herein makes clear that NSA later misinterpreted its 

authorities and that there is no basis in the congressional record for the current 

interpretation. If there is no evidence for an expansive interpretation of congressional 

intent, a limited interpretation must prevail. Courts are guided by the basic principle that 
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a statute should be read as a harmonious whole, with its separate parts being interpreted 

within their broader statutory context. Presumptions are overridden only by a "clear 

statement" of congressional intent.21 The Rule of Lenity might also apply.22 

NSA is in effect seizing the opportunity to search Plaintiffs property yet 

again and to keep as much property as possible that is now in its possession. The Agency 

would never have had access to this property were it not for NSA's trumped-up "probable 

cause" that secretly re-classified a properly declassified technology. Its punitive actions 

against Plaintiff are longstanding and apparently motivated by historical resentments 

concerning her five years of congressional oversight ofNSA, her request for an IG audit 

ofNSA after retiring, and her vigorous opposition within the government to NSA's 

massive domestic surveillance program. 23 

2. NSA secrecy policy has evolved over 55 years to the point that it now 

withholds only the last names beyond the first initial, and sometimes the location in 

the organization, of current employees who are not publicly associated with NSA. 

21 Yule, CRS, op. cit., Summary, p. ii. 

22 Under the Rule of Lenity, Plaintiff cannot be punished as a criminal unless her case is plainly and 
unmistakably within the provisions of some statute. U.S. v. Gradwell, 243 U.S. 476, 485 (1917). Rule 
41 (g) is a civil proceeding to resolve property seizure to justifY a criminal case under the Espionage Act. 
Both proceedings are based on an identical issue (possession of the allegedly classified TH!NTHREAD 
paper) said to establish probable cause of crime, with other classification issues added later. Prosecutors 
sought a criminal guilty plea based in part on Plaintiffs possession of a Confidential and a Secret paper on 
diverse topics that obviously were packed inadvertently among her unclassified papers and that also were 
included in the Rule 41 (g) case by the government. Any ambiguity in criminal statutes must be resolved in 
favor of the defendant. Hughes v. U.S., 495 U.S. 411, 422 (1990); U.S. vi Granderson. 511 U.S. 39, 54 
(1994); Cleveland v. U.S., 531 U.S. 12, 25 (2000). Plaintiffs property was seized as part of a criminal 
investigation and is to be retained through creative interpretation of a law that is at best ambiguous. 
Ambiguities must be resolved in favor of the defendant so that plain and fair warning is given as to what the 
statutory language intends. 

23 See the history of this case at Attachment 1. 
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Retiree names are less protected. The first practice is exemplified in the signed 

declarations attached to the government's motion for summary judgment. Therefore, this 

is also the maximum information that could be redacted from Plaintiff's personal records, 

even if she were not allowed to retain and protect FOUO .. 

Most of the names in Plaintiff's appointment and message books and in her emails 

probably refer to persons by now retired. NSA allows the full names and NSA 

association of former positions of retirees to be published outside the Agency. 

3. NSA's requirements for protecting FOUO allow Plaintiff to retain it. 

Retiree names are not FOUO. NSA guidance and NSA security guards who check 

outgoing briefcases etc. have allowed employees to remove FOUO documents. They are 

also mailed to employees detailed to educational programs etc. The NSA Newsletter, 

sent to employees and allowed at their residence, contains information on the names, 

titles, organizational unit and occupational specialties of current and retired employees. It 

publicizes awards given to individual employees. 24 

The Phoenix Society, an independent social and mutual support organization for 

NSA retirees/5 provides past and current information on former employees, including an 

address directory both alphabetically and by city, email addresses and news about retirees 

such as their former positions, family events, health crises and deaths. To these and other 

ends it sends out the POST CRYPT, a monthly Newsletter. News publishers in the 

Maryland NSA headquarters region may carry information about persons identified as 

24 To review typical contents of the Newsletter, see three 1999 examples released pursuant to FOIA 
request, at the NSA website, https://www.nsa.gov/public info/dcclass/newsletters.shtml. 
25 http://www.thephoenixsociety.org/index.html. 
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former and even current employees. 26 

FOUO need not be returned to the office and had no destruction requirements. 

However, it is to be kept private and out of the public domain. For over twelve years, 

Plaintiff, a retired intelligence official, has a record of having observed these 

requirements. 

4. Unlike E.O. 13526 Section 1.7(a) restrictions on classification, the FOUO 

designation before Plaintiff's 2002 retirement lacked centralized Intelligence 

Community guidance and control. It has been widely abused. There was no 

established Director ofNational Intelligence policy governing the 17 intelligence 

agencies' invocation and handling ofFOUO or many similar designations. Different 

designations to withhold unclassified documents were freely imposed for different 

reasons in different agencies so as to withhold from the public rightfully unclassified 

material, often without good reason. CIA employees admitted this lamentable state of 

affairs when Plaintiff questioned them in 2006 about the rationale for redactions in her 

OpEd. HPSCI's argument about the sacrosanct and protected status of that FOUO is 

without foundation. 

Official studies have long decried massive over-classification, to the extent that 

recent studies stated that almost all currently Confidential documents should be 

Unclassified. Even more so is FOUO designation widely abused, notably by NSA with 

26 Baltimore Sun article on the death of Lorraine Willis, NSA employee, Jul. 9, 2013, 
hH:r.://gni_<;_l(_:~,Q_gJtiJJJ\?.Lt:~mL\:..QD.J/2Q_L3:DI~Q2~n.t;~Y~!h?.:m9.::_Q.Q:lcm.<:!.!IJ.<;_:.'<YjJJ is-~QJJQ1Q9.....l...!:ls!!:r:;mpJqy~e..:: 
national-securitv-agencv-bmTanco; and Baltimore magazine on job satisfaction of industrial hygienest 
Mathew Cosgrove for whom NSA is financing a Master's Degree and Jennifer Muller, who works in 
counterterrorism, January 2012, http://www.battimoremagazine.net/20 12/1/20 12-best-places-to
~YQJJ]p=:fum!JI(_:~f2QJ~iQ2L;?_Q_lf:.i2Q~1:P1~t<::.~~~JQ:\YQr1~-
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its interpretation of the NSA Act, to withhold information that should be unclassified and 

available to the public. General Michael Hayden observed when he was Director ofNSA 

that the Agency has a strong cultural predisposition to over-classification. 

Everything's secret. I mean, I got an e-mail saying, "Merry Christmas." It 
carried a Top Secret NSA classification marking. The easy option is to 
classify everything. 27 

Repeated attempts to reduce massive-over classification have been unsuccessful, 

especially at NSA. Not only does NSA regularly invoke a supposed ability to withhold 

unclassified at will, in 2012 it also refused to loosen its classification guidelines when all 

agencies were required to review and rationalize them as directed in the 2009 E.O. 35126: 

The NSA/CSS fundamental classification guide review did not reveal any 
documents. topics or categories that were downgraded as a result. Further. 
there were no cases in which the duration of classification was modified 
nor were there any cases in the course of the fundamental classification 
guide review where exemptions from declassification were removed. 28 

The genesis of this NSA culture of extreme secrecy is discussed at Attachment 5. 

Perhaps it is not surprising that NSA sought to re-interpret the NSA Act to allow it to 

withhold most everything unclassified, not just personnel information that might assist 

hostile intelligence services. 

The case of the DoD IG's mostly unclassified report on two long-since-cancelled 

NSA programs, TRAILBLAZER and THINTHREAD is a glaring example of incorrectly 

invoking the NSA Act to ignore explicit restrictions in E.O. 25126 Section 1.7(a) on 

27 "An Interview With NSA Director Lt. Gen. Michael V. Hayden," Studies in Intelligence, Vol. 44, No. I, 

2000, declassified and redacted, at crvptome.org/20 14/11 /cia-nsa-havden-00-0 105 .pdf 
28Elizabeth R. Brooks, NSA Associate Director, Policy and Records, Memorandum for the Information 
Security Oversight Office, 25 June 20 I 2, h11J2;{6.YY0Y-arf_hiY_Q,S.,gQ.yJ.j~Q!?.!fcgr/nsa.pdf. 
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classification (p. 5); it should be made available to the Court. Almost all of Plaintiffs 

emails and documents concerning NSA are about material restricted from classification 

under Section 1.7(a). 

5. There is nothing in the NSA Act that allows NSA to withhold entire 

documents containing hardly any personnel information, rather than simply 

redacting sensitive personnel information according to evolved and extant NSA 

practices. It must be emphasized that the material at issue was written by Plaintiff, not 

by the government. It is her personal property, not the government's and this lawsuit is 

not a FOIA request. Plaintiff's governing pre-publication agreement does not permit 

withholding of unclassified material. It must also be reiterated that NSA practices from 

her retirement and thereafter permit Plaintiff to retain FOUO at home, including that 

covered by the NSA Act. If this latter standard is for some reason rejected by the Court, 

any redactions may cover only the last name (minus its first initial) of someone currently 

employed and not publicly associated with NSA. 

NSA's actions smack of vendetta (see Attachment 1). It wrongfully classified 

material its own lawyer had declassified, as a flimsy excuse for raiding Plaintiff and 

seizing her property. It refused to return any property until successfully sued by 

Plaintiffs associates. And now it falsely claims that two documents are highly classified 

although four times it already declared one of these unclassified when searching the hard 

drives of Plaintiffs four associates. It refuses to return a raft of other admittedly 

unclassified documents that discuss its misconduct - including fraud, waste, abuse and 

unconstitutional domestic surveillance - that are unclassified, that specifically may not be 

classified under E.O. 13526 Section 1.7(a), but that are deeply embarrassing. 
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6. Because there is no classified on Plaintiff's computer, it must also be 

returned. Plaintiff has presented information above that the two documents and copies 

thereof labeled TOP SECRET/SCI actually are not classified. Over 10,000 emails still 

have not been reviewed. However, emails dealing with NSA were circulated exclusively 

with the four Plaintiffs in the Maryland case. All of their emails have been found to be 

unclassified, so all of Plaintiff's emails also should be found unclassified. 

7. There should not be any email redaction because Agency policy allows 

retention of FOUO at the residence of employees and retirees so long as it is not 

publicized. Given that the two files from Plaintiff's documents folder- the 

THINTHREAD piece and the OpEd draft - are not classified, and no emails are classified 

either, the only issue remaining is application of the NSA Act to Plaintiff's emails. As 

Plaintiff has pointed out, the NSA Act does not empower NSA to redact any unclassified 

material except information about existing employees that currently is protected by the 

Agency as a matter of general policy. However, Plaintiff has also pointed out that while 

NSA protects the last name and some other information from public exposure, as a matter 

of general policy it also allows both employees and retirees to keep such information so 

long as it is not publicized. Plaintiff has adhered to this rule. Therefore, there should be 

no redactions whatsoever from Plaintiff's emails. 

IV. HPSCI SEARCHES 

HPSCI's legal argument is based on incorrect prepublication forms and a faulty, 

impractical and unenforceable interpretation of Committee rules. It does not cite a 

specific statute, order or DCI directive with handling requirements of FOUO in 2002, and 

none apparently existed. 
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The declaration of Mr. Darren Dick, Staff Director of the HPSCI since 2013 and 

Deputy StaffDirector for 1-Yz years prior, presents sweeping and unrealistic 

interpretations ofHPSCI staff obligations and rules. Further, the documents referenced 

are not the correct ones. 

Plaintiff must be governed by the last pre-publication agreement she signed and 

by the HPSCI rules of the last Congress in which she worked, because staff no longer 

employed at HPSCI are not notified of subsequent changes in rules. Plaintiff signed a 

pre-publication agreement after 2009 that was quite different from those provided to the 

Court and that did not restrict publication of unclassified information. The Committee 

refused both in 2007 and presently to provide Plaintiff, and now the Court, a copy of that 

prepublication agreement. In addition, the last Congress in which Plaintiff worked, when 

she signed her last prepublication agreement, was the 1Oth, convening in 2001-2002, not 

the 1061
h 

A. Legislative Privilege. Plaintiff agrees that staff may be covered by legislative 

privilege only if it is invoked by a Member of Congress. 

Out of great concern to protect Congressional oversight capabilities, in 2007 

Plaintiff asked HPSCI to invoke legislative privilege to protect her sources, whose 

anonymity she had pledged to protect, on the supremely important issue of congressional 

oversight over the executive branch's vast domestic surveillance program. Later in 2007, 

the executive branch seized from Plaintiff paper documents and computer records directly 

pertaining to congressional oversight, including possible sources of congressional 

information on many issues over a long period. These included, e.g. Plaintiffs yearly 

meeting agenda books and HPSCI telephone logs for the entire 5 years she had the NSA 
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account. 

In October 2013, Plaintiff wrote HPSCI and House General Counsel asking the 

House to invoke legislative privilege to support this Rule 41 (g) lawsuit for return of the 

oversight-related documents seized in 2007. She also wrote to Speaker of the House 

Boehner, informing him of the legislative privilege request; she also asked that he support 

her effort to expose a likely unnotified secret search of her home, given that the 

Department of Justice had assured his predecessor, Speaker Hastert, that the PATRIOT 

Act would not be interpreted to allow such "sneak and peak" searches.29 

In all cases, Plaintiff received not even the courtesy of a reply. Instead, HPSCI 

recently joined NSA in demanding that Plaintiffs documents that should fall under 

legislative privilege be seized and retained by the executive branch. It is quite apparent, 

therefore, that the House of Representatives has little concern for legislative privilege to 

protect the integrity of congressional oversight and separation of powers. Therefore, 

legislative privilege cannot be invoked in this case. 

Given HPSCI's unconcern for its staff and for its own oversight responsibilities 

over the long course of this case, it is also unsurprising that last year the CIA believed it 

could with impunity repeatedly spy on the computers of staff from the Senate Select 

Committee on Intelligence and remove incriminating documents about CIA's use of 

torture. 

B. HPSCI's right to search Plaintiff's papers and computer and to seize her 

personal documents. Plaintiff refutes HPSCI' s right to search her computer on the basis 

29 The October 2013 letters are at Attachment 6 and the Hastert letter is at Attachment 9. 
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of constitutional and evidentiary grounds as well as flawed interpretation of HPSCI rules 

for executive sessions, and contests HPSCI's right to any of these materials .. 

1. Computer search. 

Plaintiff has been retired from HPSCI for over 12 years, and after a 5-year 

investigation was found innocent of any wrongdoing. Yet while HPSCI claims no 

legislative privilege equities regarding her former congressional sources, it claims the 

right to examine and censor her speech/communications during the last three months of 

her employment and over more than five years of her retirement. This is a violation of 

Plaintiffs Fourth Amendment rights. 

In addition, the First Amendment protects even public speech, most notably on 

these political matters that involved alleged fraud, waste and abuse in NSAs acquisition 

process plus lawless and unconstitutional executive behavior in its domestic surveillance 

program. HPSCI asserts that it will not protect Plaintiffs communications with 

whistleblowers who entrusted their safety to the Committee, yet it claims the right to 

monitor the private speech of a former employee now retired for 12 years, to ensure that 

nothing unclassified but embarrassing is revealed about the Committee. All this was 

provoked by one email from Plaintiff that NSA found on Drake's computer and referred 

to HPSCI, that "may" have contained executive session material; no other suspect emails 

were found. 

HPSCI already read selected paper and Word computer documents as well as 

emails between Plaintiffs home and office computers before retirement without notifying 

Plaintiff. The Committee expects to review searches of Plaintiffs more than 10,000 

emails that the NSA conducted using lists of its own and HPSCI key words. The latter 
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operation was halted when Plaintiff objected after being told by Thomas Drake that a 

HPSCI search of his and my computers was planned. The government now refuses to 

confirm the status of the review. 

To reiterate, all these emails already are known to be unclassified because the hard 

drives of her four communicants on relevant issues have been searched by NSA and 

found to contain no classified emails - assuming classification consistency by NSA. As 

discussed below, HPSCI's expansive interpretation of the "executive session" clause is 

unworkable and contrary to Plaintiff's understanding during 17 years of employment. 

Plaintiff argues that past and proposed HPSCI and NSA searches are an 

illegitimate violation of her First Amendment rights as well as a violation of Fourth 

Amendment prohibitions on illegal search and seizure without probable cause of crime. 

2. Paper documents labeled FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (FOUO), 

As discussed above, Plaintiff has no interest in government documents marked 

FOUO and is willing to return them, although she was permitted to have them so long as 

she did not make them public. Notably, neither the government nor Mr. Dick have cited a 

specific "statute, executive order or [DCI]" directive with 2002 handling instructions for 

FOUO. 

3. Executive session material. Mr. Dick also presents an unusual interpretation of 

executive session secrecy requirements. According to his declaration, any general subject 

that has ever been considered in executive session may not in any way be discussed 

outside that session, including with properly cleared persons. This prominently includes, 

as a rationale for seizing Plaintiff's property, any unclassified mention of the intelligence 

budget. 
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As discussed in Attachment 7, this interpretation is inconsistent with the 

established budget process in particular, and would make it unworkable. Classified 

information is protected by separate rules that permit discussion with properly cleared 

persons, as is normally necessary for executive session preparation and follow-up, and 

most especially when forming and promulgating a budget. 

Plaintiff was told from the outset of her 17-year career at HPSCI that the 

executive session provision is meant to encourage free discussion in closed hearings, 

especially by HPSCI members but also by witnesses. 30 

Mr. Dick also gives no indication that he actually reviewed records of the relevant 

executive session to determine whether the subject in question even arose during 

executive session or was commented upon by members -- this is true of few budget items, 

for instance. He merely states (p. 2 of his declaration) that he is "familiar with the subject 

matter of testimony and evidence" in HPSCI executive sessions. 

The email from Plaintiff to Drake that provoked this search was found by NSA 

and provided to HPSCI on alleged grounds that the Committee is an "Other Government 

Agency" to which it can refer potentially classified or protected material found in a 

search. However, the U.S. Congress is a branch of government separate from executive 

agencies. 31 

As discussed in the cited attachment, there are a multitude of ways in which 

30 Unless specially compartmented and very closely-held programs are being considered, there are normally 
present many executive branch personnel, including from other agencies; so in practice, witness 
confidentiality would apply mainly to any whistleblower or other vulnerable witnesses, who were rare to 
nonexistent. 
31 See, e.g., Title 5, Part I, Chapter 8 of the US Code governing Congressional Review of Agency 
Ru lemaking. hnp~l(~y~y~yJ~l:'Y.t,\:.QJ119.1L.t::.~ht/.1!~C_99t::.!t.~0oL5!5:21. 
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Plaintiff may have received information other than from executive session, and it was her 

job to know most of the information that would be presented before the session 

occurred.32 Further, Thomas Drake was a whistleblower who provided budget and other 

information, and the software engineering office where he worked received small annual 

sums from Congress. Plaintiff had legitimate reason to discuss budget issues with him.33 

On the basis of a total of one allegedly suspicious email found thus far under Mr. 

Dick's unreasonable standards for executive session material, HPSCI reviewed two 

searches of Tom Drake's hard drive(s), intends to review two searches of Plaintiffs 

emails, and has already reviewed her paper and electronic Word documents plus emails 

between her home and office. This violation of Plaintiffs privacy is not justified by the 

evidence, HPSCI rules or probable cause of crime, and it violates her First and Fourth 

Amendment rights. 

V. ILLEGAL SEARCHES AND RULE 41(g) 

Under Rule 41 (g), "a person aggrieved by an unlawful search and seizure of 

property" may move for the property's return. Plaintiff presents below indications of 

multiple illegal searches over the past 7-lf2 years. It is likely that, even apart from the 

32 Plaintiff asked to see the email because she might remember where she got the information in question, 
but the government has refused to provide her the evidence for its accusation and its past and intended 
searches and seizures. 
33It is well known that Drake unofficially provided valuable information to the Committee. He should be 
treated as a legally protected whistleblower. It is disgraceful and yet another indication ofHPSCI's 
disregard for oversight and legislative privilege that he is being treated as an adversary whose computer 
should be searched. Plaintiff advocated funding for the NSA office where he worked in order to improve 
NSA's software engineering so it could modernize more effectively. The results ofHPSCI budget 
deliberations were delivered to NSA and (in part) to his office (see Attachment 7). Regardless, Plaintiff 
does not recall that these small plus-ups for Drake's Jackpot office ever rose to a level that elicited member 
discussion or opinion, or even a mention in executive session, and he would have been notified of them by 
NSA in the regular course of his work. 
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classification and warrant problems described above, the government does not come into 

this case with "clean hands." If all of Plaintiffs property is not returned through 

summary judgment, the remainder should be returned because of illegal search. 

1. An unnotified surreptitious search prior to the July 26, 2007 overt raid of her 

home. The night of the overt raid, Plaintiff realized that physically distinctive and 

allegedly classified papers cited in the warrane4 plus other clues35 indicated that almost 

certainly there had been a prior surreptitious entry into her home, but did not realize there 

was a notification requirement until 2012, whence the government ignored her queries. 

Speaker Hastert and the Congress were assured that Section 213 ofthe PATRIOT 

Act would not be used to justify unnotified searches.36 There have been large increases in 

"delayed notice" searches. 37 The courts have long banned unnotified searches, including 

e.g., the Ninth Circuit's US. v. Freitas, 800F.2d 1451 (91
h Cir. 1986). 

2. Search of a separate apartment on the lower floor of Plaintiff's house during the 

July 26, 2007 raid and seizure of two computers, despite the tenant's repeated refusal 

of permission consent and lack of proper warrant.. 

3. NSA domestic surveillance without a warrant, under the STELLAR WIND 

34 See Attachment 8. 

35 Tthe whisking away of those and other NSA-related papers within minutes of entry, odd telephone rings 
and severe, near-disabling computer problems before the raid. 
36 See Attachment 9. 
37 Report of the Director of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts on Applications for 
Delayed-Notice Search Warrants and Extensions. hnp5;//'1:~\:U.Y,.91I\J.rgLgocunlCJlt12QJJ-tkL<t.Y~Q_:Il9_tj~~= 
sneak-and-peek-report. By fiscal year 2013, these rose from 4 7 warrant requests over the 3-Y2 years ending 
in April2003 to 6,480 warrant requests in federal courts alone, of which only 9 were denied. They are 
being used for criminal investigations, with less than 1% used for counter-terrorism. See p. 1 for the 
warrant numbers and Table 2 on p. 7 for the crime statistics. Some argue that the rise is inflated by more 
recent applications for cell phone locations, email content, GPS tracking, etc.; see Orin Kerr, "Why the EFF 
-and then others- probably misunderstood the numbers on "sneak and peek" warrants, Washington Post, 
Oct. 31, 2014, http://www. washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/20 14/10/31 /why-the-eff-and
then-others-probably-misunderstood-the-numbers-on-sneak-and-peek-warrants/. 
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program and possibly its precursor activity before 9/11, to monitor the metadata and 

content of Plaintiff communications. 38 

4. Surveillance of Plaintiff's home from the curtilage of her property one night in 

2010. This was apparently meant to intimidate, because two identical brightly colored 

objects were left in the front and back yards and no break-in or theft subsequently 

occurred. 

5. Monitoring of Plaintiff's telephone and computer for many years without probable 

cause.39 

6. Possible disruption of Plaintiff's email operations before two court deadlines 

during her constitutional lawsuit. The Snowden documents discuss an NSA program 

that describe what Plaintiff experienced. 

7. NSA re-search of Plaintiff's paper and electronic documents, allegedly for 

classification rather than criminal investigative purposes, claiming non-existent powers 

under the NSA Act of 1959. 

8. HPSCI searches of Plaintiff's papers and hard drive. 

Plaintiff realizes that the apartment search, while seeking evidence against 

Plaintiff, could be protested legally only by tenants. It is included, however, to !?how the 

number, intensity, breadth and length of the searches mounted against her. 

All these apparent searches occurred despite the prosecutor's admission in court 

38The warrant affidavit for July 26, 2007 searches of four homes was finally unsealed in 2012, and it 
contained the content of a May 2006 telephone conversation between Bill Binney and Plaintiff. Binney said 

he did not tell the FBI about it, contrary to their claims. 

39 This has often been quite obvious, including regular single phone rings with 15-20 seconds of silence 
before clicking off, computer freezes for 15-20 minutes during downloads, occasional failure to restore the 
computer to operation over the weekend, and caching of non-junk emails that do not go to th.;qelete file. 
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in July 2011 that there was no evidence of motivation or fact against Plaintiff. The only 

"evidence" temporarily claimed was NSA's false assertion that the THINTHREAD paper 

was classified. 

Finally, in a very unusual journalistic move, James Risen, the New York Times 

reporter to whom Plaintiff and her associates were accused of leaking the Terrorist 

Surveillance Program, stated publicly this year that he neither knew nor got his 

information from any of the five, whom he termed "collateral damage."40 

40 See the interview of Risen in the second hour of CBS Frontline, "United States of Secrets," May 13, 
20 14, http://www. pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontl ine/un ited-states-of-secrets/#un ited -states-of-secrets-(part -one). 
Risen made other similar statements. 
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Plaintiff Attachment 1 

HISTORY OF THE PROPERTY SEIZURE CASE 

Plaintiff herein adds important details and context about this case for return of 

property. 

In her last five years before retiring from government service in April, 

2002, Plaintiff served as the HPSCI Republican/majority staffer responsible for 

overseeing NSA' s budget and the legality and effectiveness of its operations. She 

predicted from its outset that NSA's ill-conceived modernization plan would fail, and in 

2006 it did - after wasting billions ofdollars and with no tangible result to show for it. 

Plaintiff had learned about and funded a far cheaper, more advanced and more effective 

technology that NSA impeded and then dismantled. 

After the 9/11 attacks, however, part of that alternate THINTHREAD program 

was revived and became essential to NSA's spying on US citizens and ordinary foreign 

persons. Plaintiff discovered the program and vigorously opposed it through contacts or 

attempted contacts with cleared persons in HPSCI and in the Bush Administration and 

with high-ranking judges, but without success. 

After retiring in April2004, Plaintiff joined three associates-- Kirk Wiebe, 

William Binney and Ed Loomis - to submit a Hotline complaint to the Department of 

Defense Inspector General about fraud, waste and abuse at NSA in connection with its 

modernization program, TRAILBLAZER, and its policy on THINTHREAD. Another 

associate, Thomas Drake, facilitated the 2-lh year IG investigation from inside NSA. 

Over 3 years later, a portion of the illegal NSA program was revealed by New 
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York Times reporters in a series of December 2005 stories and a January 2006 book. The 

leaked part was hastily named the "Terrorist Surveillance Program" (TSP). Even after 

Edward Snowden gave reporters documentation of the breathtaking expanse of the 

program_in 2013, and NSA admitted the authenticity of the Snowden trove, the 

government-- as in this court case-- likes to refer only to the TSP. However, it has been 

officially revealed, since publication in July 2009 of an unclassified report by five 

Intelligence Community Inspectors General, that the "Terrorist Surveillance Program" is 

only a small part of a much larger "President's Surveillance Program" (PSP) that has been 

ineffective in countering domestic terrorism but is a threat to US civilliberties. 1 

Immediately after the New York Times revelations about TSP, a large 

investigation was initiated under considerable pressure from the White House to find the 

leaker(s). Early in this investigation, the FBI demanded that the DoD IG reveal the names 

of those who had requested the IG audit ofNSA. The IG improperly provided the 

protected identities of Plaintiff and her associates. 

FBI interviews of the relatively few people in Congress and the Executive who 

had been briefed into the closely held program also revealed that Plaintiff had approached 

some of them seeking to stop the program or, at minimum, to restore the civil liberties 

protections that had been deliberately deactivated. These protections are encryption of 

information identifying US citizens pending a warrant and automated tracking of database 

1 Unclassified Report on the President's Surveillance Program, 10 July 2009, prepared by the Offices of 
Inspectors General ofthe Department of Defense, Department of Justice, Central Intelligence Agency, 
National Security Agency, Office of the Director ofNational Intelligence, at 
hnps:!/www.eff.org/f}les/unclassified_p2J2 repor!J?_QJ 
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users. To this day, they have not been restored. 

In 2002, NSA Director Michael Hayden had told Plaintiff that after "The 

Program" leaked, she could "yell and scream and wave your hands all you want" about 

her objections to it. About 4 years after her retirement and 4 months after the Times 

revelations, without revealing more details about the program, she voiced, to a Baltimore 

Sun reporter who had contacted her, her objections to removal of the protections. She 

asked that her name be withheld, while stating that NSA would suspect that she was the 

source and asking the reporter not to publish any classified information she might acquire 

from other sources. The article containing this information was published in the 

Baltimore Sun in April 2006, as the Senate was confirming Michael Hayden to become 

the Director of Central Intelligence. 

Plaintiff had assumed that the courts would easily declarethe program 

unconstitutional once it inevitably leaked. However, the government made false and 

misleading statements about the program's breadth. It also foiled lawsuits by exploiting 

the court-developed doctrine requiring Plaintiff "standing" and invoking "state secrets" to 

refuse to reveal information that could establish standing or to release additional 

information about the program. 

The government stance and pending legislation on Capitol Hill impelled Plaintiff 

in August 2006 to draft an Opinion Editorial (OpEd) about her objections to the TSP. It 

was submitted to CIA for pre-publication review, and CIA referred it to NSA. NSA did 

not respond for a prolonged period and ultimately blacked out most of the text, claiming 

that some of it was classified but admitting that some of the redactions were not. This 
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rendered the piece unpublishable.2 Sen. Ron Wyden of the Senate Select Committee on 

Intelligence challenged the admittedly unclassified redactions on Plaintiffs behalf. NSA 

claimed that Plaintiffs nondisclosure agreement permitted withholding of unclassified 

information, and HPSCI ignored requests for a copy of the agreement. 

Within a week of submitting the OpEd for review, in late August 2006, Plaintiff 

was contacted and asked to cooperate with the FBI leak investigation. She agreed to meet 

voluntarily with them, but from the beginning said she would not reveal her sources of 

information about the NSA program, citing protection of legislative privilege under the 

Constitution's separation of powers. With great reluctance, she accepted advice to hire an 

attorney, after the House of Representatives' General Counsel, who had attended FBI 

meetings with HPSCI members and staff, refused to do the same for her. 

Plaintiff asked HPSCI repeatedly and fruitlessly for a copy of her last 

prepublication agreement and for the Committee's support in invoking legislative 

privilege to protect House and Committee sources of information and oversight 

capabilities. Plaintiff was told by two people that the Committee did "not want to be 

seen as protecting a leaker." She sent HPSCI an affidavit, that also was presented to the 

FBI, affirming that she had not provided information about the NSA program to the New 

York Times, but nothing changed. 

In February 2007, while Plaintiff was in Washington, D.C. on other business, she 

and her attorney met with the FBI. There ensued a 3-hour hostile interrogation in which 

2 See Attachment 2 for the redacted OpEd and NSA's final rationale for the redactions. The earlier 
rationale, which also revealed the alleged classification of various redactions, was seized by the FBI and is 
among documents being withheld by NSA, as discussed later under "Legal Argument." 
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Plaintiff recounted her recollections about her activities opposing the program, denied 

leaking to the New York Times or knowing who had done so, and repeatedly refused to 

reveal her sources of information about the NSA program. The Baltimore Sun article was 

placed on the table but was stated to be of secondary interest and there were no questions 

about it. At the end of the interview the FBI and US Attorney appeared placated and even 

friendly. 

No further word was received about the investigation. At 6 a.m. on July 26, 2007, 

FBI agents raided Plaintiffs home and searched it for 5 hours, simultaneous with 

searches of her associates J. Kirk Wiebe, William Binney and Edward Loomis in 

Maryland. Thomas Drake was raided four months later. Plaintiffs warrant cited both the 

New York Times and Baltimore Sun articles. Plaintiffs request for the affidavit 

supporting the warrant was refused on grounds that it was classified. The FBI also 

searched a separate lower-floor apartment after a tenant repeatedly refused permission, 

seizing two computers. 

Several years after the raid, Plaintiff was asked via her attorney to plead guilty to 

felony perjury because she had allegedly said in her February 2007 interview that she had 

no idea who had been a source for the Baltimore Sun. Plaintiff told her attorney that she 

remembered the question and answer very clearly: the question had been about the Times 

articles and not about the Sun, about which there had been no discussion at all. She was 

also asked to plead guilty to possessing the Confidential and Secret documents 

inadvertently included among her boxes of unclassified by herself or Committee staff 

who packed part of her belongings; these have also been raised in this Rule 41 (g) case. 

Plaintiff refused to plead guilty to something she had not done, despite threat of 
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indictment and jail, and further stated that she could not testify against Thomas Drake as 

required because she did not know of any wrongs he had committed. 

Prosecutors also sought a plea bargain from Drake and testimony against Plaintiff, 

but he refused it on the same grounds. Drake was indicted in April 2010. for allegedly 

possessing unmarked but supposedly classified documents at his home and for allegedly 

attempting to cover up evidence of his wrongdoing. Using the Espionage Act, 

prosecutors sought 35 years in prison-- likely the remainder of his life. Drake's 

indictment provided sufficient information for reporters quickly to identify Plaintiff. It 

made false claims and insinuations that sullied her reputation. 

After Drake's indictment, prosecutors approached Plaintiffs former college 

roommate, seeking evidence that Plaintiff had spoken to her about one of the New York 

Times reporters, James Risen. They also presented her older son with a subpoena to 

testify against Plaintiffbefore a grand jury. The testimony was repeatedly postponed and 

ultimately never occurred. Apparent surveillance on the curtilage of her property 

occurred one night, with identical bright-colored items left at two sites in the front and 

rear of the house, presumably intentionally; no theft or criminal activity followed. 

After the rejected plea bargain proffer, there was no further communication from 

the government. A prior draft indictment, allegedly mistakenly released by the 

government with other papers, had also proposed to indict Plaintiff, Binney, Loomis and 

Wiebe as.co-conspirators. 

Drake's trial was scheduled for June 2011. During closed pre-trial hearings, 

Drake's public defenders and expert witnesses proved that the government was seeking 

retroactively to classify all five unmarked documents found in Drake's house, that these 
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were in fact properly unclassified and that the information in them had even been released 

by NSA. However the NSA Original Classification Authority had sworn to the court 

under penalty of perjury that they were all properly classified. 

Nonetheless, additional intense pressure was placed on Drake to plea bargain. He 

refused until the government finally abandoned all ten felony charges in return for a 

misdemeanor plea of inappropriate use of a government computer, because he had 

downloaded two unclassified documents for purposes other than official NSA use. 

Drake accepted the deal although he had been unaware that the downloading was contrary 

to regulations, because it put a definitive end to the 4-Yz year ordeal. He had also become 

deeply indebted and forced to seek public defenders. 

At Drake's sentencing in July 2011, Maryland District Court Judge Richard 

Bennett repeatedly excoriated the government for its conduct in drawing out the case so 

long and then dropping all charges four days before the trial, saying he had never 

experienced or heard of a similar case and that it did not "meet the smell test." Judge 

Bennett asked the prosecutor why others in the case had not been indicted, even under the 

very lenient evidentiary requirements for a conspiracy. The prosecutor responded that 

there was no evidence of either fact or motivation to support any indictment of Drake's 

associates.3 

3 The Transcript of Drake's Sentencing for giving unclassified information from the NSANet to a reporter 
is at Attachment 1, from bttp:/ifas.grgL~gpJ1LclidrakQ!'0715ll::!l:ill.1S9.:iQLill!f. Judge Bennett repeatedly 
denounced the prolonged case and last-minute dropping of charges, saying it "doesn't pass the smell test," 
e.g. at p. 21, pp. 28-9, 42-3, 45-6, and sentenced Drake to a $25 mandatory fine and one year of probation 
including 240 hours of community service on a project Bennett had selected. He questioned the 
government until it admitted that it had no evidence even of conspiracy against Drake's associates, 
including Plaintff, pp. 14-16. 
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Nonetheless, both Drake and Plaintiff continued to be monitored. Drake was 

tracked until early November. Plaintiff communications and/or electronics also appeared 

to be tapped and bugged from at least July 2007 until early November 2011, the last time 

she witnessed an apparent computer download. Perhaps not coincidentally, activity 

appeared to cease shortly after they filed suit for return of property in Maryland. 

Their three associates had in 2010 and 2011 been provided letters of immunity on 

condition that they provide any incriminating information against others that they might 

possess. After Drake's plea bargain, only Plaintiffs status was uncertain. Maryland 

prosecutors refused to provide this in writing, so her subsequent Oregon lawsuit of July 

2012 asked for her status. In court papers filed in January 2013, the government stated 

that it did not intend to pursue her case. Judge Bennett had chastised the government for 

waiting 2-YS years after raiding Drake to indict him. Plaintiff had waited 4-YS years after 

being raided and 3 years after rejecting pressure to plea bargain. 

Edward Loomis had for some years and on many occasions sought return of his 

property, but received no response. After Drake's charges were dropped, Kirk Wiebe 

and William Binney twice asked the government to return their property, but also 

received no response. In early November 2011, Wiebe initiated a Maryland Rule 41 (g) 

lawsuit that soon involved all five of the group, until Plaintiff was removed and then on 

July 26, 2012 filed separately in Oregon, as the 5-year statute oflimitationswas about to 

exp1re. 

All five of the group had lost their clearances when the FBI searched their homes. 

These were never restored, even after all ten felony charges against Drake were dropped 

and the prosecutor admitted that there was no evidence against the rest. 
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Loomis, Drake, Binney and Wiebe each lost between $150,000 and $300,000 in 

annual income when their clearances were revoked. After Drake's trial, Loomis pursued 

the issue, repeatedly asking for his personnel file to see why his clearances had been 

removed. When Mr. Loomis finally got the file, it made no reference to the issue and 

contained no derogatory information. 
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· 'Kocu-L U, t·J. S. 

J>/ CL /~ 1; f!f- ./WtiCh./11-en·f· ~ 
' 

I, John Kirk Wiebe, do hereby certify that in the matter of the 26 July 2007 
seizure by the FBI and subsequent return of personal information that had been stored 
on computer hard drives belonging to me, the Government did in fact return to my 
possession a document entitled Thin Thread on two separate occasions. 

The first occasion occurred in 2009 when the FBI returned to me an external 
hard drive I used as a backup storage disc. 

The second occurred in 2013 when the FBI returned personal information that 
had been stored on the hard drives retained by the FBI. Return of the information was 
carried out subsequent to the ruling of Judge Richard D. Bennett in the case John 
Wiebe, eta/. v. National Security Agency heard in the Maryland District Court, 
Baltimore, MD. 

Signed by me, this 24th day of November, 2014, 

-----·· 

Witnessed this 24th day of November, 2014, 

~;11) ct:~ 
-.;n;h~ L. Wiebe · 
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NSA killed system that sifted phone data legally 

Sources say project was shelved in part because ofbureaucratic infighting 

By Siobhan Gorman 

Sun Reporter 

Originally published May 17,2006, 10:27 P:\i EDT 

WASHINGTON I I The National Security Agency developed a pilot program in the late 1990s that would have enabled it to 

gather and analyze massive amounts of communications data without running afoul of privacy laws. But after the Sept. 11 

attacks, it shelved the project-- not because it failed to work-- but because ofbureaucratic infighting and a sudden \Vhite 

House expansion of the agency's surveillance powers, according to several intelligence officials. 

The agency opted instead to adopt only one component of the program, which produced a far less capable and ·rigorous 

program. It remains the backbone oft he NSA's warrantless surveillance efforts, tracking domestic and overseas 

communications from a vast databank of information, and monitoring selected calls. 

Advertisement 

Four intelligence officials knowledgeable about the program agreed to discuss it with The Sun only if granted anonymity 

because of the sensitivity of the subject. 

The program the NSA rejected, called TbinThread, was developed to handle greater volumes of information, partly in 

expectation of threats surrounding the millennium celebrations. Sources say it bundled together four cutting-edge 

surveillance tools. TI1inTbread would have: 

• Used more sophisticated methods of sorting through massive phone and e-mail data to identify suspect communications. 

*Identified U.S. phone numbers and other communications data and encrypted them to ensure caller privacy. 

"Employed an automated auditing system to monitor how analysts handled the information, in order to prevent misuse 

and improve efficiency. 

*Analyzed the data to identify relationships between callers and chronicle their contacts. Only when evidence of a 

potential threat had been developed would analysts be able to request decryption ofthe records. 

An agency spokesman declined to discuss NSA operations. 

"Given the nature of the work we do, it would be irresponsible to discuss actual or alleged operational issues as it would 

give those wishing to do harm to the U.S. insight and potentially place Americans in danger," said NSA spokesman Don 

Weber in a statement to The Sun 

"However, it is important to note that NSA takes its legal responsibilities very seriously and operates within.the law." 

··""';...: In what intelligence experts describe as rigorous testing ofThinThread in 1998, the project succeeded at each task with 

high marks. For example, its ability to sort through massive amounts of data to find threat-related communications far 

surpassed the existing system, sources said. It also was able to rapidly separate and encrypt U.S.-related communications 
to ensure privacy. 
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But the NSA, then headed by Air Force Gen. Michael V. Hayden, opted against both of those tools, as well as the feature that 

monitored potential abuse of the records. Only the data analysis facet of the program survived and became the basis for the 

warrantless surveillance program. 

The decision, which one official attributed to ·~urfprotection and empire building,"has undermined the agency's ability to 

zero in on potential threats, sources say. In the wake of revelations about the agency's \vide gathering of U.S. phone 

records, they add, Thin Thread could have provided a simple solution to privacy concerns. 

A number of independent studies, including a classified 2004 report from the Pentagon's inspector-general, in addition to 

the successful pilot tests, found that the program provided "superior processing, filtering and protection of U.S. citizens, 

and discovery of important and previously unknown targets,'' said an intelligence official familiar with the program who 

described the reports to The Sun. The Pentagon report concluded that ThinThread's ability to sort through data in 2001 

was far superior to that of another NS..-\ system in place in 2004, and that the program should be launched and enhanced. 

Hayden, the president's nominee to lead the CIA, is to appear Thursday before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 

and is expected to face tough questioning about the warrantless surveillance program, the collection of domestic phone 

records and other NSA programs. 

\Alhile the furor over warrantless surveillance, particularly collection of domestic phone records, has raised questions 

about the legality ofthe program, there has been little or no discussion about how it might be altered to eliminate such 

concerns. 

Thin Thread was designed to address two key challenges: The NSA had more information than it could digest, and, 

increasingly, its targets were in contact with people in the United States whose calls the agency was prohibited from 

monitoring. 

\\lith the explosion of digital communications, especially phone calls over the Internet and the use of devices such as 

BlackBerries, the NSA was struggling to sort key nuggets of information from the huge volume of data it took in. 

By 1999, as some NSA officials grew increasingly concerned about millennium-related security, Thin Thread seemed in 

position to become an important tool with which the NS..-\ could prevent terrorist attacks. But it was never launched. 

Neither was it put into effect after the attacks in 2001. Despite its success in tests, ThinThread's information-sorting system 

was viewed by some in the agency as a competitor to Trailblazer, a $1.2 billion program that was being developed with 

similar goals. The NSA was committed to Trailblazer, which later ran into trouble and has been essentially abandoned. 

Both programs aimed to better sort through the sea of data to find key tips to the next terrorist attack, but Trailblazer had 

more political support internally because it was initiated by Hayden :when he first arrived at the NSA, sources said. 

NSA managers did not want to adopt the data-sifting component ofThinThread out offear that the Trailblazer program 

would be outperformed and "humiliated,"an intelligence official said. 

Advertisement 

\\lith out ThinThread's data-sifting assets, the warrantless surveillance program was left with a sub-par tool fo'i··.~~~,P-,:U~ut 
information, and that has diminished the quality ofits analysis, according to intelligence officials. ·-· 

Sources say the NSA's existing system for data-sorting has produced a database clogged with corrupted and useless 

information. 

The mass collection of relatively unsorted data, combined with system flaws that sources say erroneously l:l.ag people as 

suspect, has produced numerous false leads, draining analyst resources, according to two intelligence officials. FBI agents 
have complained in published reports in The New York Times that NSA leads have resulted in numerous dead ends. 

The privacy protections offered by ThinThread were also abandoned in the post-Sept. 11 push by the president for a faster 
response to terrorism. 

Once President Bush gave the go-ahead for the NSA to secretly gather and analyze domestic phone records-- an 

authorization that carried no stipulations about identity protection-- agency officials regarded the encryption as an 

unnecessary step and rejected it, according to two intelligence officials knowledgeable about Thin Thread and the 

warrantless surveillance programs. 

'They basically just disabled the [privacy] safeguards," said one intelligence official. 

Another, a former top intelligence official, said that "ithout a privacy requirement, '~here was no reason to go back to 
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something that was perhaps more difficult to implement." 

However two officials familiar with the program said the encryption feature would have been simple to implement. One 

said the time required would have involved minutes, not hours. 

Encryption would have required analysts to be more disciplined in their investigations, however, by forcing them to gather 
what a court would consider sufficient information to indicate possible terrorist activity before decryption could be 

authorized. 

\'\'bile it is unclear why the agency dropped the component that monitored for abuse of records, one intelligence official 
noted that the feature was not popular Vvith analysts. It not only tracked the use ofthe database, but hunted for the most 

effective analysis techniques, and some analysts thought it would be used to judge their performance. 

Within the NSA, the primary advocate for the Thin Thread program was Richard Taylor, who headed the agency's 

operations division. Taylor who has retired from the NSA, did not return calls seeking comment. 

Officials say that after the sm:cessiui tescs ofThinThread in 1998, Taylor argued that theNSA should implement the full 
program. He later told the 9/11 Commission that ThinThread could have identified the hijackers had it been in place before 
the attacks, according to an intelligence expert close to the commission. 

But at the time, NSA lawyers viewed the program as too aggressive. At that point, the NSA's authority was limited strictly 

to overseas communications, ...,ith the FBI responsible for analyzing domestic calls. The lawyers feared that expanding NSA 

data collection to include communications in the United States could violate civil liberties, even with the encryption 
function. 

Taylor had an intense meeting with Hayden and NSA lawyers. "It was a very emotional debate," recalled a former 
intelligence official. "Eventually it was rejected by [NSA]lawyers." 

After the 2001 attacks, the NSA lawyers who had blocked the program reversed tlleir position and approved the use of the 

program Vvithout the enhanced technology to sift out terrorist communications and without the encryption protections. 

The NSA's new legal analysis was based on the commander in chiefs powers during war, said former officials familiar 'l'.ith 

the program. The Bl}sh administration's defense has rested largely on that argument since the warrantless surveillance 
program became public in December. 

The strength ofThinThread's approach is that by encrypting information on Americans, it is legal regardless ofwhether the 
country is at war, according to one intelligence official. 

Officials familiar with Thin Thread say some within NSA were stunned by the legal flip-flop. Thin Thread "was designed very 

carefully from a legal point of view, so that even in non-wartime, you could have done it ~~tirnately ,"the official said. 

In a speech in January, Hayden said the warrantless surveillance program was not only lV"Jted to al-Qaida 

communications, but carefully implemented Vvith an eye toward preserving the Constin;tion and rights of Americans. 

':As the director, I was the one responsible to ensure that this program was limited in its scope and disciplined in its 
application," he said. 
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loans wltich are guaxanteed or insured 
by a Sta.te or a Sta.te authority. 

l'.ir. Mcintire; Committee on Banking and 
Ctn-rency, 2557. 

H.R. ?-59i-To amend Public Law 398, 76th 
Congress. to estahllsh criteria for utili
zatlon by the Secretary Of the Interior 
in determining the feasibility of con
structing or modifying any reclamation 
project, and ior other purposes. 

1172 

(/, 

aut~1orities for the National AgencyJ and 
for other purposes. 

Mr. Rees of Kansas; Committee on Po:;t 
Office and Clvil S:rvice, 2557. 

H.R. 4601-To amend the act of September 1, 
1954, in order to limit to cases in,·oh·
ing the n;J.t:om·.J security the pro!:",ibition 
on payment of annuities and retired pay 
to oftlc'i:rs and employees of the United 
States, to clarify the application and 
cperatic;n of such act, and for other 
purposes. 

Mr. Murray; Committee on Post Office and 
Civil Service, 2557.-Reported witll 
amendments (E.. Rcpt. 258), 5374.
ll-1~10.€ ~peci?J ot·cter (H. R·es. 208}. 5::.30.-

H.R. 4601-Continued 
Amended ~nd p~sed House, 5830.-In 
Senate, oraered placed on the calendar 
5878,-Passed over, 6975, 8570, 19099' 
19364. • 

H.R. 4602-To amend the act of September 1 
1954. ln m·der to li:nit to cases involvin.; 
the national security the prohibition 0~ 
payment of annuities and retired pay to 
offi~en; and employe% of tile United, 
States, to clarify the application and 
operation of such act, and for other 
purposes. 

Mr. Rees of Kansas: Committee on Post 
omce and Civll service, 2557. 

H.R. 4GG3-To amend the Organic Act of 
Guam for the pt.:rpoae of !):armitt!ng the 
govsrnment of Guam. with the con~ent 
of the !cglslat\lre thereof, to he sued. 

Mr. O'Brien of New York; Committee on 
Interior and Insular Affairs, 2557.-Re
pcrted 1vlt!1 amendment (H. Rept. 214), 
4336.-AlTiel':ided and passed House~ 
5538.-Rcf.:m·ed to S~nr.te Committe<! on 
!nte!'ior and Insular P.- !fairs, 5584.-Re
ported with ari•endment (S. Rept. 969), 
~lWlll.-Amencled :::nd passed Senate 
un:l4.-H0use concurs in Senat~ 
amendment, 19122.-Examined and 
B\gncd, 1&581, 19747.-Presented to the 
?l·esidcnt, 19750.-Approved [Public 
Law 316J, 1G7ii2. 

H.R. 4604---To provide that ·wit.hdrawals or 
reservatio!ls of public lands shall not. 
:tffect ce:·tain water rights. 

Mrs. Pfost; Co!P .... -nittee on Interior and In
stoJnr Affairs, 2557. 

H.R. •16')5-To provide for the recog.nition of 
the Polish Legion of American Veterans 

---- .by.t.he-8&'-re~J'--ot..De!e:n.se_and ... v~•-~--'-"""-='----..... 
ministratcr of Veterans' Affairs. 

Mr. Puci~1ski; Committee on Veterans' At
fail's, 2557. 

Ii.R. 4.606-To p:-oYide for tlle constructlon 
cf the Che::~ey divisiOll, Wichita Feder
al reclmnaticn project, Kcnsas, and for 
otl,er purposes. 

Mr. Rees of Kansas: Committee on Inte
rior and Insular Affairs, 2558. 

H.R. <l.SC7-To provide that wit.ndrawals or 
reservatJons of public lands shall not 
r..tiect certain '\\~ater :i-lghts. 

Ivir. Saylor; Committee on Inte.<ior and 
Insular Affairs, 2558. 

H.R. 4~08-To repeal the excise tax on 
amounts p2id ·for communication serv
ices or facilities. 

Mr. Teague of California; committee on 
Ways and Means, 2558. 

H.R. 4509-To provide for the representation 
of indigent defendants in criminal cases 
in the district courts of the United 
States. 

!VIr. Udall; Committee on the Judiciary, 
2553. 

H.R. 4610-To provlde for the reporting and 
diaclosure of certain financial transac
tions and adr.:.dnistrath'e pr~ctices of la ... 
bor o:rganizations and employers, to 
prevent abuses in the administrr.tion of 
trusteeships by labor organizations, to 
provide standards with respect to the 
Election of officru-s of lnbor organiza
tions, and for other purposes. 

Mr. Udall; Ccmmittee on Education and 
Lab.Ol\ 2558. · 

H.R.48ll-To provide that for the pu1-pose 
of disapproval by the P1·esident each 
provision of an appmpriation bill shall 
be considered a separate bill. 

Mrs. Weis; Committee on the Judiciary, 
2-558. 

H.R. ~612-To provide that certain Jantl.s 
shall be held in trust for the Oglala 
Sloux Tribe in South Dakota. 

Mr. Berry; Committee on Interior and 
I:nsuh:r i:tfinirs, 25584 

,, 
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_America in Congress assembled, That (a) 
the Secretary of Defense is hereby authorized, 
under such regulations as he may prescribe, 
to lend to the Boy Scou!;s of America, a <.:orpo
ration created under the Act of June 15, 1916. 
for the ·use and accommodation of the ap
proximately fifty thousand Scouts and of
ficials who are to attend t11e Fifth National 
Jamboree of the Boy Scouts of America to 
be held as a part of the celebration of their 
rtftieth anniversary of service to the youth 
of the Nation during the period beginning 
in June 1960, and ending August 1960 at 
Colorado Springs, Colorado. such tents, cots, 
blankets, commissary equipment, flags, re
frigerators, vehicles, and other equipment 
and services as may be necessary or ·useful 
to the extent tho.t items are in stock and 
available and their issue will not jeopardize 
the national defense program. 

(b) Such equipment is authorized to be 
delivered at such time prior to the holding 
of such jamboree, and to be returned at suc:n 
time after the clOse of such jamboree, as 
may be agreed upon by the Secretary o! 
Defense and the National Council. Boy Scouts 
of America. No expense shall be incurred 
by the United States Government for the 
delivery, return. rehabilitation, or replace
ment of such equipment. 

{c) The Secretary of Defense, before de
llverl.ng such property, shall take from tl1e 
Boy Scouts of America a good and S\lfficient 
bond for the safe return of such property 
in good order and condition. and the whole. 
w!thout ex.pense to the United States. 

SEC. 2. The Secretary of Defense is hereby 
authorized. ur:cte.r such· regulations as he 
may provide, to permit. without expense to 
tl1e United States Government, the Boy 
s~outs of America to use such portions of 
the unde':eloped lands of the United States 
Air Force Academy adjacent to such encamp
ment as may be necessary, or useful. to the 
exte;1t that their use will not interfere with 
the activities of such Academy, and will not 
j~opardlze the national defense program. 

Sse. 3. Be it further enacted that the vari
ous and seyeral departments of the Federal 
G:Jvernment are hereby authorized J.l'lder 
such regulations as may be prescribed by 
their Secretaries .to assist the Bc;y Scouts of 
Americ"a: in the carrying out and the fulfill
ment of the plans for the celebration of their 
fiftieth anniversary and the Fifth National 
Jamboree. 

With the following committee amend
ment: 

Page 2, line 2.;,, strike the last four words 
and on line 25 strike "lan.cts" and insert 
"services and portions of the lands and 
buildiugs". 

The committee amendment was agreed 
to. 

The bill was m·dered to be engrossed 
and read a third time, was read the third 
time, and passed. and· a motion to re
consider was laid on the table. 

AMENDMENT OF LONGSHOREMEN'S 
AND HARBOR WORKERS' COM
PENSATION ACT 

TRAINING OF POSTJ\iASTERS UN
DER GOVERNMENT EI'.~PLOYEES 
TRAINING ACT 

The Clerk ·called the bill (H.R. 4597) 
to provide for the training of postmasters 
under the Government Employees TraL.'1-
ing Act. 

'I'here being no objection, the Clerk 
read the bill, as follows: 

Be it enacted by the Scnntc ana House of 
Representati:Jes of the Uniterl St:J.tes oj 
America in Congres.~ assembled, Tl1at section 
4(a) (5) of the Government Employees Train
ing Act (72 Stat. 329; 5 U.S.C. 2303(a) (5)} 
is amended by inserting " (other tllan a 
postmaster)" immediately following tl".te 
\.Vord "Senuteu. 

Tlle bill was ordered to be engrossed 
and read a third time, was read the 
thitd time, and passed, and a motion to 
reconsider was laid on the table. 

AD:MINISTR,'\ TIVE 
FOR NATIONAL 
AGK\ICY 

AUTHORITIES 
SECURITY 

The Clerk called the bill CH.R. 4599) 
to provide certaLr.t administrative au
thorities fo1· the natlonal agency, and 
for other purposes. 

There being no objection, the Clerk 
read the bill, as follows: 

Be it enacted by the Se-nate and Hou:se ot 
Rer:;resentatives of the United State.; of 
America in Congress assembled, That sec
tion 20'2 of the Classification Act o! 194;}, as 
amended (5 u.s.c. 1082), is amended by 
changing the period at the end thereof to a 
semicolon and adding tl1e following . new 
paragraph: 

"(32) the National Security Agency." 
SEc. 2. The Director of the National Secu

rity Agency is authorized to establish such 
positions and to appoint such offioers and 
employees as may be necessary to ca:!"ry out 
the functions of such Agency. The rates of 
basic compensn.tion fot• such posltions shall 
be fixed by the Director ln relation to the 
rates of basic compensation contained in the 
General Schedule of the Classification Act of 
1949, as amended, for poslttons subject to 
such Act which have ccn·esponding level:; of 
duties and responsibilities. E:<:cept as pro
vided in section 4 of this Act, no officer or 
employee of t11e National Security Agency 
shall b<= paid basic compensation at a rate 
in excess of the highest rate of b:u:ic com
pensation contained in such General Sched
ule. Not more than fifty such officers and 
e~ployees shall be paid basic compensation 
at rates equal to ratces of basic cotnpensa
tiol1 contained in grades G3-16, GS-·17, and 
GB-18 or such General Schedule. 

SEc. 3. Section 1581(a) of title 10, United 
States Code, as modified by s~ction 12(a) 
of the Federal Employees Salary Increase 

SEc. 5. Officers and employees of the Na
tional SecurUy Agency who are citizens or 
nationals of the United States may be 
granted addltionai compensation, in accord
ance with regulations which shnll be pre
scril)ed by the Secreta!'Y of D~fense, not in 
cxce:o;s of additional compe-nr-:fttion author
ized by section 207 of the Indapendent Of
fices Appropriation Act, ,1949, as amended 
(5 U.S.C. 118h). for em!Jloyees whose rat.~:> 
of basic comp~usation are fixed b~t statute. 

SEc. 6. (a) EKcept as provided i~ sv.b2e~
tion (b) or this section, nothing in this 
Act or any ol;her law (including, but; not 
limited to, the fir-st section and section 2 
of the Act of Ll.ugust 23, 1!?35 (5 U.S.C. 654)) 
shall be constru-;d to nq,lire the disclosure 
of the organization or any function of the 
National Security A~ency, of any inforamticn 
with respect; to tile activities thereof. or of 
tl1c names, titles, salaries. or number of the 
persons e!nployed by S\lCh Agency. 

(b) The reporting requirements of section 
1582 of title 10, United States Code, shall 
apply to positions. e:o:tablished in the Na
tional- Security Agency in the manner pro
vided by section 4 of this Act. 

SEc. 7. The total number of pcsltions 
authorized by section S05(b) of the Cln.~si
fication Act of 1949, as amended (5 U.S.C. 
1105(b)), to be placed in gractes 16. 17, and 
18 of the General Schedule of such Act at 
any time shall be deemed to have been .re
duced by the number of positions in s;;ch 
grades allocatect to the Natlonal Secm"ity 
Agency immediately prior to the e!Iectlve 
date of this Act. 

Szc. 8. T1le foregoing provisions of this 
Act shall take etiect on the first day of the 
first pay period which begins later than the 
thirtieth day following the date of enact
ment of tl1is Act. 

With the following committee amend
ments: 

Page 1, lines 8 to 11. inclusive. strike out 
"The Director of the Nat-ional Securrt·.r 
Agency is authorized to establish such posi: 
tlons and to appoint such officer:; and em
.Pl·Jyees·as may be necessary to calTy out the 
functions of such Agency.'' and insert in lieu 
thereof "The Secretary of Defense (or .his 
designee for the purpose) is authorized to 
establish such positions, and to appoint 
thereto such officers and employees, in the 
National Security Agency, as may be neces
sary to carry cut the functions of such 
Agency/' .. 

Page 2; line 1, strike out "by the Director·• 
and insert in lieu thereof '·by the Secretary 
of Defense (or his designee for the tJ'..Ir
pose) ". 

Page 2. !iues 11 and 12, strike out "grad~s 
GS-16. GS-1'7, and GB-18" and insert in li~u 
thereof "grades 16. 17, and 18". 

Page 2. lines 19 nnd 20. strike out "The 
Director of the Nntional Sec<trity Agcn-~y 
may establish" and insert in lien thereof 
"The Secret.."Lry of Defense (or his desig11ce 
for the purpose) is authorized to estabEsll 
in the National" Security Agency". 

Page 2, lines 20 and 21, strike out "'in 
such agency". 

Page 4. line 5. strike out "Act'' and insert 
in. lieu thereof "section". 

Act of 1958 (72 Stat. 213), is amended by 
striking cut ", and not more th:m fifty 
civilian positions in the National Security 
Agency," and the words "and the National 
Security Agency, respectively,". 

The Clerk called the bill (H.R. 451) S:sc. 4 . The Director of the National secu- The committee amendments were 
to amend the Longshorem.en's and Har- 1·ity Agency may estr.blish not more than agreed to. 
bor Workers' Compensation Act, with fifty civilian positions in such Agency in- The bill was ordered to be engrossed 
respect to the payment of compensation volving research and development functions, and read a third time, was read the 
in cases where third persons are liable. which require tne services of Sl)ecially 

Mr. FORD. !vir. Speaker, I ask unani- qualified scientific or professional personnel; third time, and passed. 
and fix the rates of basic compensation for The title was amended so as to read: mous consent that the bill be passed over 

without prejudice. ·such positions at rates not in excess of the "A bill to provide certain administrative 
The SPEAKER.. Is maximum rate of compensation authoriZed authorities for the National Security there objection 1 t· 1 10 u .,_ d s· t 

by section 158 {b) of lt e , moe ta es Agency, and for other purposes." 
t~icb~~a~fuest of the gentleman from ~~efir~ !~~~~e~f b£h~~:~;r~'t~e~!~~~2r ~~ A motion to reconsider was laid on the 

There was no objection. 1953 (72 stat. 1456; Public Law 85-:861 l. table. tl . N ·fj- 'f 
~ tJ 4}-k- fie '-t{ <;. /Ptk.JJ1 lrfF ~-/t(;.('~. 1 

f}'I/2PT 
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r~ferred to shall be held nnd considered to 
refer to such lock and dam by the uamc of 
"'George Ewing lock and dn.m:· 

UTILIZATION OF STORAGE SPACE 
IN TABLE ROCK RESERVOIR 

The Senate proceeded to consider the 
bill <S. 42i to authorize the utilization 
of a limited amount of storage space in 
Table Rock Reservoir for the purpose of 
water supply for a fish hatchery, which 
had been reported fmm the Committee 
on Public Works, with amendments, on 
page 1, line '1, after the word "of", to 
strike out "twenty" and insert "twenty
seven", and in line 9, after the word "ex
ceed"' to strike out "twenty-five" and 
insert "twenty-two··, so as to make the 
bill read: 

Be it enacted. bi! the Senate <md House 
oj Representatives oj the United States of 
America in Congress assemble€!, That the 
Table Rock Resen·oir pwject, White Ril·er, 
Missouri, approved by tl~e Flood Control Act 
approved Aug\lst 18, 1941, be hereby modi
fied to authorize the Secretary of the Army, 
actlng tluough the Chief or Engineers, to 
make available a maximum of twenty-se\•en 
th01.1sand acre-feet of storage sp~.ce in the 
reservoir to pro,·ide a regl.t!:tteci fiow not to· 
exceed twenty-two cubic feet per second for 
operation by the State of Missouri or a fish 
l1atchery without relmb1.u·semer!t on such 
tcrnlS and couc1itions as the Secretary of the 
Army may deem reasonrtblc: Providea, That 
nothing he1·ein contalucd sl1all atrect water 
rights und.::r St.ute law. 

Mr. HENNINGS. Mr. President. the 
pending bill is one authorizing the utili
zation, by the State of Missouri, of a 
limited amount of water. to be taken 
from the Table Rock Reservoir, lccated 
near. Branson, Mo. The State would be 

. ·····--..... ~!Qwed to use the water fer supplying 
a Statefuhlratchery: 

The bill could be explained in highly 
technical terms involving acl'e-feet and 

. cubic feet per second of flow, but I do 
not think such an explanatior. is neces
sary. 

What is involved is the need of the 
State of Missouri and the willingness 
of the Department of the Army, the 
agency controlling water use in the res
ervoir, to fulfl.ll that need. 

The Department of the . Army has 
agreed to allow Missouri use of the De
pal·tlnent's water. Missouri is apprecia
tive and, on behalf of my home State, I 
urge the Senate to approve the bilL 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing . to the amend
ments of the committee. 

.The amendments were agreed to. 
The bill was ot·dered to be en<>Tcssed 

for a third reading, ~·ead the thl!·d time, 
· and passed. 

CONSTRUCTION WORK ON HIGH· 
WAY RIGHTS-OF-WAY 

· The bill {H.R. 4695) to amend section 
108<a.) of_ title 23 of the United States 
;Ode to mcrease the period in which 
~tual construction shall commet1ce on 

rlghts-of-way acquired in anticipation of 
. such construction from 5 years to 7 vcars 
: ~~d for other pu-:·poses, was considered: 
t~e<;l to a th1rd reading, read tl:e 

- · · tune, and Pa.ssed. 

ACQUISITION OF ADDITIONAL LP...ND 
ALONG THE MOUNT VZRNON ME
MORIAL HIGHWAY 

Th.e bill <H.R. 2228) to provide for the 
accmisition of additional land along the 
Mo-unt Vernon Memorial Higi1way in ex
change for certain dredging privileges, 
and for other purposes was announced 
as next in order. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the present com;ideratlon of 
the bill? 

There being no objection. the Se11ate 
proceeded to conslde1· the bill. 

Mr. ENGLE. Mr. Pre::ident, there is 
an amendment at the desk. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment will be stated. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLE.RK. It is pro
posed, on page 4, line 3, after "D". to 
c:-tange the period to a colon and rr:ld the 
following: 

Proricled, That nothing conbincd in this 
act or any contract enti}red into pursuant 
to this act. between the Ut>cited States or 
America and the S1noot Sancl and Gra...-el 
Corporation shall be construed as interfer
ing with tlle uninterrupted right of the 
Smoot Saud and Gravel Corporation to 
dredge In areas "C" and ·'D"' for the pe:·iods 
specliled. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the am.end
m"nt offered by the Senator from 
California. 

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President. may I 
ask for an explanation of the nmend
ment? 

1vir. ENGLE. :Mr. President, this is a 
perfecting amendment to clarify and 
facilitate making the exchange of prop
erty between the .United States and the 
Smoot Sand & Gravel Corp. 

The amendment, incidentally, has 
been furnished to rr.:-z by the Senator 
from New Mexico [Mr. CHAVEZ], from 
the Committee on Public Works. It 
would remove pcssitlle restrictions en the 
sand and gravel comp&ny performing 
dredging operations at only cert<l.in sea
son~ of the year, and permit them to 
dredge sand and gravel at any time. 
Since most of their dredging will be done 
in open water areas of the Potomac River, 
there shou1cl be no adverse effect en 
wildlife from a proper scheduling of 
their oper::ttions. 

'TI1e amendm::nt l'.as the approval of 
the sponsors of the bill, the National 
Pm·k Service, and the conservationists 
who are interested i!1 protecting the fish 
a.nd wildlife potentialities of the area. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
obje:!tion to the amendment? 

Mr. PROUTY. I have no objection. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 

objection, tile amendment is agreed to. 
The amendment was ordered to be en

grossed, and the bill to be read a third 
time. 

The bill was read the third time and 
passed. 

ALICE V. TENLY 
The bill (S. 1887) for the relief of Alice 

V. Tenly was considered, ordered to be 

engrossed for a third reading, read the 
third time. and passed, as follows: 

E e it encu:ted by the Senate and llou.;e 
oj Reprcsentutives of the United States of 
America in Congtc.~s assembLed, That {a) the 
electioa made under section 9 (h) of the 
Civil Service Retirement Act by Charles E. 
Ald ~11 to rec~ive a reduced annuity with an 
annuity payable aft~r his de?.tb to his sister
in-htw, Aiice V. Tcnly, sllo.ll be valid. 

(b) Notwithst~ncling ar:y other provision 
of l<\W, benefits pnynble under tJ·ds Act shall 
be paid 1rom the clvil service retirement and 
<.!i~ability fund. 

TRAI.l'IING OF POSTMASTERS 
The bill (H.R. 4597) to provide for the 

t1·nining of postmastel·s under the Gov
ernment Employees Training Act was 
considered. ordered to a third reading, 
read the third time, and passed. 

ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES 
FOR THE NATIONAL SECURITY 
AG.i!:NCY 
The bill (H.R. 4599) to provide certaip. 

administrative authorities for the Na
tion:;tl Security Agency, and for other 
purposes, was considered, orclered to a 
thh·d reading, read the third time, and 
passed. 

EXEMPTION PROM TAXATION OF 
CERTAIN PROPERTY FOR CHILD
HOOD EDUCATION INTERNATION
AL OF THE DISTRICT OF CO
LUMBIA 
The bill <S. 685) to exempt f1·om all 

taxation certain property of the Associa
tion for Childhood Education Interna
tional in the District of Columbia was 
considered, ordered to be engrossed for a 
third reading~. read the third time, and 
passed, as follows: 

Be it en.acteci by the Senate and House of 
Representatives of tire United. States oj 
Americc. in Congre.~s assembled. That the rGal 
property situated in ~quure 10C3 iu the c\ty 
of \Yashingtoll, District of Columb\r., c\e
scribed as lots 11, 801, 306. and 807, owned 
by the .As.oocintion for Childhood Education 
International, a DistYict of Columbia. cor
poration, and all p:rrsonul property located 
tl>ereou, is hereby el'empt from all taxation 
so long as the same is ownel\. occupied. and 
used by the Association for Childhood Edu
cation International for its educational and 
other corporatB purposes and is not used fvr 
co1nmerci:-.. l or income produciag purposes. 
subject to the provlsi:.)ns of sectim1s 2, 3, and 
5 of the Act enti~led "An Act to define the 
real property exempt from· taxation in tl'e 
Di&trict of Columbia"'. nppro,•ed Decem
ber 24, 1942 (56 Stat. l08G; D.C. Code, SGCS. 
47-80lb, "7-801c and 47-SOle). 

AMENDMENT Oil' DISTRICT 0? CO
LUMBIA REDEVELOPMENT ACT OF 
1945 
The bin <S. 13'/0) to amend section 13 

of the District cf Colum;Ji~ Redcvalop
i:uent Act of 1045, as amended, wa3 
an:1cunced as next in order. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the considerr.tion cf tl1e 
bili? 

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I wcn
der if we may have an explanation of the 
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86TH CoNGRESS t HOUS.E OF REPRESENTATIVES. {' 
1st Session f 

REPORT 
No. 231 

.AD11INISTF..ATIV"E AUTHORITIES FOR NATIONAL· 
SECURITY AGENCY 

:r,Lucs: 19, 1959.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole .House on the 
State of the Union and ordered to be printed . 

M:r. DAVIS of Georgia, from the Committee on Post Office and Civil 
Service, submitted the following . 

REPORT 
[To accompany H.R. 4599] 

The Committee on .Post Office and Civil Service, to whom was · 
referred the bill (H.R. 4599) to provide cert.ain administrative author
ities for the National Security Agency, and for other purposes, having 
considered the same, report favorably thereon with amendments and 
:recommend that the hill as amended do pass. 

AMENDME..'\r'"TS 

The committee proposes amendments to the te.."tt, and an amend-
ment to the title, of the bill, as reported. · 

"····-·. AMEliDl\.fE~'"TS TO THE TE::i:T 

The proposed amendments to the text are as follows: 
. (1) P~e 1, lines 8 to 11, inclusive, strike out "The Director of the 

National Se~urity Agency is authorized to establish such positions. 
and to a:ppomt such offieers and employees a;; may be necessary to 

. CI;I¥Y out the functions of such Agency." and insert in lieu thereof 
~e Secretary oi Defense {or his designee for the _purpose) is author

. JZed to establis~ such ~s!tions, and. to appoint thereto such officers 
.···and employees, m the .National Seeunty Agency, as may be necessary 
· tc?:can:v out the functions of such agencv.". 

£h(2) Ps.ge 2, line 1, strike out "by the Director.' and insert in lieu 
· .. "._,ereof "oy the_Secretary of Defen:se {or his designee for the purpose)" . . a£} f;a.ge 21 hnes_ll :'lnd 12, stnke o~1t "grades G8-16, GS-17, and 

18 and m~ert m lieu thereof "graaes 16, I?, and 18". . 
-~tyPage 2, hnes 19 and 20, strike out "The Director of the National 

· :. Agency may establish" and insert in lieu thereof ''The Sec-

aso12•-ss a Rept., S6-1. voL 2-7 
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2 .A.DMIN!STR,..<\.TIVE AUTHORI·TIES FOR NATIONAL SECtJRITY AGENCY 1 
ret.a.ry of Defense (or his de.<;ignee for the purpose) is authorized to .·~ 
establish in the. National Security. Agency':. · . · j 

(5) Page 2, lmes 20 a.nd 21, stnke out "m sucb agency". •• 
(6) Page 4, line 5, strike out "Act" and insert in lieu thereof· ·1 

''section". . 
The proposed amendments Nos. (1), (2), (4), and (5) all have the !! 

same purpose: To make it clear that the authority for the establish- ·1· 

~ent in the ~ationa.l Se~urit.y Age-ncy of the I?O. _sitions cov. ered ~y the . : 
bill, the makrng of appomtments to such posttwns, and the fixJDg of •· 
the rates of compensation for such positions is vested in the Secreta:ry : 
of Defense, who may delegate, in his discretion, this authority to an · 
office1· or employee under his jurisdiction. BE-cause the bill, as 1 
introduced, provided for the exercise of this authm·ity by the Direct.or ··~ 
of the National Security Agency, u.n officer under the Department of l 
Defense and subordinate to t.he Secretary of Defense, the question j 
e:xist.ed as t.o whether the ge;te.ral aut~ority of the Secre~ary of Defen;;e · ~ 
was parr.mount to the snccra.I anthorJty vested by the mtroduced btll} 
in the Director of the 'K ational Security Ag<mcy. Th~se propo~ed I 
amendrrienfs remove a,ny ambiguity which may have been created by I 
the intt·oduced bill \vith •. ··espcct to the a.uthority. of !he Secretary of. • 
Defense over the Department of Defense by v<:>stmg m the Secretary , 
of Defense the a1,1thorit.y conta-ined in the bill relating to positions 
in the National Security Agency. · ~ 

The proposed amendment No. (3) conforms the references in 1 
section 2 of the introduced bill t.o grades 16, 17, and 18 of the General £ 

Schedule of the Classification .Act of 1949, as a.mended, to the refer- I 
ences to such grades in sect.ion 7 of the bill. 1 

The proposed amendment No. (6) corrects t.be reference, in section 1 
7 of the introduced bill, to the effective date (incorrectly stated as [ 
"the effective dat.e of this Act") by restating t.he effective dat.e for the t 
purposes of section 7 as "t-he effective date of this secLion". I 

f 
A:l!ENDlYIENl' TO THE TITLE t 

f 

Tbe proposed amendment to the tit.!c is as follows: 
Amend the tit]e so as to read: 

A bill to provide certain administrative authorities for the 
National security Agency, and for other purposes. 

The purpose of the proposed amendment to the title is to set forth 
correctly in the title the nrune of t.he National Security -~ency which 
was st.at.ed incorrectly as "National Agency" in the title of the biU, 
as introduced. 

STATEMENT 

'PURPOSE OF LEGISLATfON 

The purpose of this legislation is to eliminate an operational conflict 
that has developed between the performance of the National Security 
Agency of it~ lawful functions and the performance by the U.S. Civil 
Service Commission of its responsibilities under the Classificat1on Act 
of 1949, as amended. The legislation will accomplish this purpose by 

. exempting the National Security Agency from such· act. 
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EXPLANATION OF NEED FOR LEGISJ,Al'ION 

The Na.tional Security Agency wns established in and under the 
Depf1!t-mcnt ~f Defense _to perform c~rt?'in hi~hly _classified ~a.tional 
security functions prescribed by the National Secunty Counctl. The 
nature of th~se functions a.nd their re-lationship t.o the national security 
are such as to preclude the National Security Agency from disclosing
to the U.S. Civil ServicE' Commission or a.ny other Government 
agency, as wt>H as to tbc public or any individunl-personn.el data and 
information which normally is required by the Civil Service Commis~ 
sion to pcrfoi·m its audit, review, and oth(>r duties under the Cl:.tSSifi
cation Act of 1~49. The Kationa1 Security Agency thus is in the 
position, by r~nson of security limitations in its orgaruc aut-hority, of 
being prohibited from providing information needed by the. Civil 
Serv'ice Commission in connection wit.h the dutiN3 of the Commission 
under the Classification Act. of 1949. The Comrnis5ion, in turn, is in 

"'"the position of being rt>quired to perform its normal functions with 
respE'ct to National Security Agency personnel matters without being 
able to obtain much of the information it must have to clo its job. 

For e.:..:n.mpl;3, the Civil Service Commission is required, among other 
responsibilities imposed on it by the Classification Act of 1949, to 
prescribe stan~ards for v~riou~ categories of positions subject t?. the 
act, and t.o audtt the cbsslficatlons and salary grades of such positions 
in the depart...'!lents and agencies. To do this, of course, the Com
mission must have full information on the need for such positions :mel 
the duties involved. rrhe National Security Agency, on the other 

· hand; may not legally permit access by the Commission to such infor
mation. ·This makes any standards prescribed, or audit action taken, 
by the Commission a mere formality which serves no useful purpose. 
In fact. the situation is such as well mav tend to obstruct ma~'imum 
efficiency and economy in the operations of both theN ational Security 
Agency and the Civil. Service Commission. 

HEARINGS 

_The Director of the National Serurity Agency,_accompanicd by the 
Dll'ector of :Manpower and Personnel, Depu~y D1rector of Manpower 

r---=7"-..-:-~"-"'¥l.11l~l"' an4 legal adviser of the Agency staff, testified at 
hearin,o-s in e.;:ecutive session with respect to the. need 

for this legislation and ·with respect to the existing position· classifica
tion and compensation policies of the National Security Agency. The 
Chairman and the Executive Director of the U.S. Civil Service Com
mission also testified in support of the legislation. 

~n the li~ht of the overriding security considerations involved in 
thiS legislation, it is not deemed appropriate to set forth in detail the 
:rnatt&s presented by .vitnesses at the hearing. Members present at 
the ~ea:ring questioned the National Secmity Agency vtitn·esses at 
length and iu detail regardin~ existing employment, classification, and 
compensation policies as well as related policies which would be in 
effect UpOn enactment o£ H.R. 4599. The questions were answered 
fully and, in the judgment of the members, the information developed 

M
at the hearing completely justifies the request for this legislation. 

oreov-er, the past record of personnel administration by the National 
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4 .ADMINISTRATIVE A,UTHORITIES FOR NATIONAL SECU:EUTY AGENCY 

Security Agency with respect to the creation of positions in the .Agencv 
and the salaries paid warrants reliance on the assurance, given by the 
Director ·of the National Security Agency, that the . .Agency's con
servative exis~ing policy ~vill be co~tinued under this legislati~n 
and that partlcula.r care WJ.ll be exerClSed to prevent any undue m
cres.se in the number of high-salaried positions. · 

LEGISLATIVE EFFECT OF H.R. 4599 

In summary, H.R. 4599 "Will exempt the National Security Agency 
from the Classification. Act of 1949, and, in lieu of the provisions of ' 
that act, will place comparable authority and responsibility in the 
Secretary of Defense to provide such civilian positions, and the rates 
of basic comgensation therefor, as are necessary to carry out the mis- , 
sion of the National Security Agency. Except as noted below withJ .. : 
respect to certain scientific and professional positions, salary rates , . 
for such positions will be fixed in relation to tbe sa-lary rates for posi- ·. 
tions under the Classification Act of 1949 which '\lave comparable · · . 
levels of difficulty and responsibility. . _ __ . • 
Th~ salary rates of not more than 50 such positions in _the N ati.onal ·~q 

. Secunty .Agency may be fixed at levels egual to the salaries for grades 
GS-16, Gs:-17, and GS-18 (the so-called super~tade 2ositions) under 
the Olnssification Act of 1949. Presently the Ch'il Service Commis- ll 
sion has allocated 39 such supergrade positions to the National .· 
Security Agency. These 39 positions will be relinquished and the · 
total number of supergra.de positions available to the Civil Service . 
Commission for allocation to departments and agencies will be re~ l 
duced by an equal number. i 

· H.R. 4599 also authorizes the Secretary of Defense to establish not l 
more than 50 scientific and professional positions in the National . 
Security .Agency, at rates of compensation not in e.">;cess oi the ma.:.P,- • 
mum rate ($19,000) prescribed for similn.r positions in certain depart- l 
mei;lts and agencies by section l58l(b) o£ title 10, United States Code t 
(originally enacted as Public Law 313, 80th Cong.). These 50 posi- i 
tjons· represent replacements for 50 similar positions now authorized • 
for the N~ti?nal Se~~ty .A.genc_y under tbe statute r!fe!red to ahoy~. { 
The 50 smular pos1t10ns are Withdrawn from the Nat1onnl Secur1ty 1 
Agency by the amendment made by section 3 of H.R. 4599. The , 
posit.ions so withdrawn will not be available to any other department 
or agency and will cease to exist. 

Section 5 of the bill authorizes additional compensation for National 
Security Agency officers and employees who are citizens or nationals 
of the United States assigned to overseas duty, not in excess of addi
tional compensation £or overseas duty authorized for Federal employ
ees generally by section 207 of the Independent Offices Appropriation 
Act, 1949 (5 u.s.a. 118h). . 

Section 6 of the bill, which is jn the nature of a savin!!S clause, pro
vides that nothing in the bill will require the disclosure of the organiza
tion or any function of the National Security .Agency, except as 
presently provided in the reporting requirements contained in 10 
u.s.a. 1ss2. 

Section 8 provides that tbe for~oing provision of the bill shall take 
effect at the beginning of the 1st pay period which commences not 
later than the 30th day following the date of enactment. 
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COST 

The enactment of thls legislation will result in no additional cost 
to the GOvernment. 

AD~C!NISTRATJVE RECOMMEll<"I>A.TIONS 

This legislation is based upon an e.""Cecutive communication sub
mitted by ~he Ac_tin~ Secretar:y of Defense o~ ~~nuary 2, 1~59. This 
committee IS ad·nsec. by the Drrector of the Nanona.l Secunty Agency 
that the Secre-t;ary of Defense recommends enactment of H.R. 4599, 
with. the committee amendments, in lieu of the executive proposal. 
The Bureau of the Budget and the U.S. Civil Service Commission also 
have submitted letters with respect to this legislation. The executive 
proposal of the Acting Secretary of D_ef~nse ~d the let~r:; from the 
Buren.u of the Budget and the U.S. C1vil Serv1ce Corru:russ:ton follow. 

TEE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, 
Wash-ington, Janua:ry 2, 1959. 

· Hon, S:1M RAYBURN. 

Speaker of the House 4 P.epreserd.IJ,tives. 
DEAR ~1.a. SPEAKER: There is forwarded herewith a draft of legis

lation, to provide certain administrative authorities for the National 
Security Agency, and for other purposes. . 

This proposal is part of t-he Department of Defense legislative pro
gram for 1959. The Bureau of the Budget has advlseti that there 
wonld be no objection to the submission of this proposal for the con
sideration of the Congress. It is strongly recommended that this 
proposal be enacted by the Congress. 

PURPOSE OF THE LEGISLATION 

The Ns.tionsl Security Agency was established over 5 years s.o-o by 
a. Presidential directive to provide centralized coordination and airec
tion for certain very highlv classified functions vital to the national 
----···-"' The·A.gency waS organized as an element of the Depart-

r--~:ul.fl.L-JJIL...iJeiem;e. and its operations are subject to the direction and 
control. of the Secretarv of Defense under a special committee of the 
Natiom.l Securitv CounciL 
. The proposed legislation would indirectly implement recommenda

tions ~f t~e task force on intclligence activities of the CoiDIDission on 
<?rganiZat:on of the Executive Brr.nch of the Government, and is de
Signed to overcome difficulties which the Commission found had seri
ously han~ic~J?ped the Agency in the ll;CC?mplisl:unent of its mission. 

.. . ~ s~ted m tne prefu.ce to the CommiSSIOn's report to Congress on 
· ,·mt-elligence act.lvities, dated June 29, 1955, the taskforce prepared a 

: . '~th. Upplemen~, hig-hly cbssified report which was not considered by 
: e CollllnLSsion, but WllS sent directly t.o the President beeause of its 

· ;:extr~e!Y sensitive content. The recommendations with respect to 
.. ·. thT~ati?~a;l Security ~ency were contained in this classified report. 

· b' e ernhn.n personnE-l adm1nistration of the Agency is presently 
su. J~t to general supervision and control by the Civil Service Com

, =on .. However, detaile<;f review of Agency a.c~ions by. the q<>m-
.· · .. · on has not been practicable because of secunty consideratiOns. 

·-·- -·--·-···········-··--··----·· .. ··--·-·--·------
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6 .ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES FOR NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY . . 

This creates an undesirable situation in which the Commission has a. 
limited responsibility for supervising Nat.ional Security Agencv 

. personnel actions but an even more limited opportunity for discha.rgi~ 
that responsibility. The Commission concurs in the view tba..t the 
Agency should be exempted from the Classification Act, subject to 
the limitations stated in the bill. Such e..~e111ptio~1 "=-ould be consistent .
with the treatment presently e.ccorded other r.gcncies engaged in 
specialized or highly classified defense activities. 

The unique and highly sensitive activities of the Agency require 
·extreme security measures. The bill, t-herefore, includes provisions 
e.,"{empt.ing the Agency from statutory requirements involving ills
closures of organizational a.nd functional matters which should be 
protected in the interest of national defense. 

COST A?<'"D BUDGET D:\.TA 

The enactment of the propo::>ed bill would not resnlt. in increilSed 
costs to the Government. · · ·· 

Sincerely yom'S, 
DoNALD A. ·Qu.mr;Es, Acting. 

ExECUTIVE On··ICE OF TRB PmiisrDBN"T, 
BuREAU ol•' THE BuDGET, I 

lVashington., D.O., M.a.;·ck 12, 1959. l 
Ron. ToM MUJ:UU.Y, I 
Cflai:nnan, Committee on Post Office and CU:il Sen-ice, , 
Ho·use of Representati•es, Wash.ington, D.C. , 

~iY DE~Ut Ma .. ClUm~r!AN: This \vill refer to H.R. 4599 and H.R. ! 
4600.; identical bills respect.ing the l\ ational S0curity Agency, which f 
will be the subject of committee b.e::,rinl?:S on Friday, ~hrch 13, 1959. ' 

The subject bills are substantially the same ::ts the proposaJ for- . L 
warded to the Congress by the Departmr.nt of Defense on Ja..<uill'Y 2, 1 
1959. However, we would llke to call to your attention certain differ
ences which appear to have an effect not int-end<>d: 

The first sentence of section 2 of the hills (lines 8-11 on p. 1) would 
authorize the Director of the National Security A.gcucy to. appo~t 
such officers and employees as may be necessary. Th1s autnonty Js 
now vested in the Secretary of Defense. To vest a sta.tutory appoint
ing authority in the Director, a subordinate official, could \veil be 
interpreted as a limitation upon the Secretary's authority with respect 
to personnel of the Na.tional Security .Agency. Such iimitation would 
be highty improper, and should not be included. 

The second sentence of section 2 (line 11 on p. 1, lines 1-5 on p. 2) 
directs that compensation of employee~ be :fixed "in reiation to" 
Classification .A.ct rates for general schedule positions of corre:;ponding 
levels of dutie.c; and responsibilities. While this language anpea,rs to 
be simi1ar in intent to that proposed by the Department of Defense, 
we prefer the Department's language, since it clearly limits the NSA 
salary rates to the rates authori:r.ed under the Classific-ation .Act. 

With modification in the light of the above comments, the Bureau 
of the Budget would have no objection to enactment of the bills. 

Sincerely yours, 
. PHILLIP S. HucBns, 

Assu1.ant Director for Legislative Rejeren~e. 
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U.S. CrviL SERVICE CoMMISSION, 
Washington, D.a, March 12, 1959. 

Ron. ToM MunRAY, 
Oluzirman, Committee on Pod Office and Civil Service, 
U.S. HO'IJJ3e of Repesentatives, Washington, D.O. 

DEAR Ma. MURRAY: This is in further reply to your letters of 
February 21, 1959, requesting the Commission's comments on H.R. 
4599 and H.R. 4600, iclenticat bills to provide certain administrative 
authorities for the National [SecUrity} Agency, and for other purposes. 

The bills would exclude the N ation2l Security Agency from the 
Classification Act of 1949, as amended, and would authorize the 
Director of the Agency to establish positions and fix rates of compen
sation in relation to ra.tes of the Classificat.ion Act for positions subject 
to that act which have corresponding levels of duties and responsibili
ties. Not mo.re than 50 employees may be paid at the rates of G3-16, 

. 17, and 18. _ . . . _ . 
. Except for ::>0 civilian employees engaged m research and develop
ment funct.ions, which require the services of spec.ially qualified 
scientific or professional personnel, and who may be paid not to e.x;ceed 
the maximum rate {$19,000 per annum) provided for Public Law 313 
type positions, no employee may be pcid basic compensation in excess 
of the highest rat-e of the general schedule of the Classification Act. 
The authorization for 50 research and development positions is in lieu 
of provisions in existing law for 50 such positions. However, that 
law also requires prior Commission approval of qualifications and pay 
of appointees. · 

The National Security Agency performs highly specialized technical 
.and coordinating functions pertaining to the national security. Be
cs.use of t.he extreme security measures deemed necessill'y by the 
.Agency it is not possible for the Commission to carry_ out its statutory 
mandate to determine whether positions in the N a.tional Security 
.Agency have been placed in classes and grades in conforma-nce >Vith 
or consistently :with standards published under the Classification Act. 
. Difficulties of the same type are encountered in connection with. 
prior appl'Oval of positions in GS-!6, 17, and 18 and in connection 
with the approv:aJ. of qualifications and pay of employees engaged in 
research and development functions. 

present statutes impose requirements on the Agencv and the 
,Commission which in the interests of national securitv cannot be 
prop~dy ~xercised, the Commission favors the exclusion from the 
Classification Act and the revision in the methods for handling the 
:research and development positions. However, we do believe that 
~th.e_standards prescribed under and the salary schedules of the Classifi.
;~tio~ .!ct ~n and should be applied by t.he Agency to the optimum 

. extent practicable. · 
• . ~-The Commission has no objection to other provisions of the bills • 

• _or Jhese reasons enactmen~ of H.R. 4599 or H.R. 4600 is recom
.·. ,n;en ed.. 
• ..• ~th· ·We are_ a~nsoo th_at the Bureau of the Budget has no objection t-o 
.. r , e subm.1ss1on of th1s renort. 
· •·: By direction of the Coi:nnllssion: 
· · . Sincerely yours, 

RoGER W. Jo.l\--ES, Chairman. 
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CHANGES IN EXISTING LAw 

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the Rouse 
of RepresentD.tives, changes in e:>.-isting law ma.de by the bill, as ~ .. 
traduced, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted :· 
is enclosed in black brackets, new mD.tter is printed in italic, existing ·· .. 
law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman): · 

SEcTioN 202 oF THE Ct.AssiFICATION AcT oF 1949, As AMENDED . 
(5 u.s.c. 1082) 

TITLE II-COVERAGE AND EXEMPTIONS 
* * * * * * * 

SEC. 202. This Act (except title XII) shall not apply to-
(1) the field service of the Post Office Department, for which 

the salary rates are fixed by Public Law 134, Seventy-ninth 
Congress, approved July 6, 1945, as amended and supplemented, 

(2) the Foreign Service of the United .States under the 
Department of State, for which the salary rates are fi:~,:ed by the 
Foreign Service Act of 1946, as supplemented by Public Law 160, 
Eighty-first Congress, approved July 6, 1949; and positions in or 
under the Department of State which are (A) connected with 
the representation of the United States to international orga.niza. 
tions; or (B) specifically exempted by law from the Classification 
Act of 1923, as amended, or any other classification or compen· 
sation law; 

(3) physicians, dentists, nurses, and other employees in the 
Department of Medicine and Surgery in the Veterans' Adminis
tration, whose compensation is fixed under chapter 73 of title 38, 
United States Code; 

(4) teachers, school officers, and employees of the Board of 
Education of the District of Columbia, whose compensation is 
fi.'red under the District of Columbia Teachers' Salary Act of 
1947, as supplemented by Public Law 151, Eighty-first Congress, 
approved June 30, 1949; and the chief judge and the associate 
judges of the Municipal Court of Appeals for t.he District of f 
Columbia, and of tlle :Municipal Court for the District of· t 
Columbia; t 

· (5)· officers and members of the Metropolitan Police, the Fire 1 
Department of the District of Columbia, the United States Park 
Police, and the White House Police; 

(6) lighthouse keepers and civilian.employees on light-ships and 
vessels of the Coast Guard, whose compensation is fixed under 
authority of section 432 (f) and (g) of title 14 of the United 
States Code; 

(7) employees in recognized trades or crafts, or other skilled 
mechanical crafts, or in unskilled, semiskilled, or skilled manual
labor occupations, and other employees including foremen and 
supervisors in positions having trade, craft, or laboring e..'tpe.rience 
and knowledgeas the paramount requirement, and employees in 
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing the duties of whom are to 
perf?rm ~r to direc~ manual or machine ORerations requiring 
spec1al skill or expenence, or to perform or direct the countine:, 
examining, sorting, or other verification of the product of manual 

'""! 'SH1 

•· .. :•· .· . ..: 

; 

a. 
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or machine operations: Pro'/)ided, That the compensation of such 
· employees shall be fixed and adjusted from time to time as nearly 

as is consjstent with the public interest in accordance with pre
vailing rates: Pr01.~-ided further, That whenever the Civil Service 
Commission concurs in the opinion of the employing agency that 
:in any given area the number o£ such employees is so few as to 
make prevailing rate determinations impracticable, such employee 
or employees shall be subject to the provisions of this A~t which 
are applicable to positions of equivalent difficulty or responsibili~y. 

(8) officers and members of crews of vessels, whose compensa
tion shall be fi..'!:ed and adjusted from time to time as nearly as is 
consistent \vith the public interest in accordance with prevailing 
rates and practices in the maritime industry; 

. (9} employees of the Governmen~ Printin?' Office whose com
pensation is fixed under Public, N urn berea 276, Sixty-eighth 
Congress, approved June 7, 1924; 

(10) civilian professors, lecturers, and instructors at the Naval 
War College arid the Naval Academ:v \vhose compensation is fu:ed 
under Public Law 604, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved August 
2, 1946, senior professors, professors, associate and assistant pro
fessors, and instructors at the Naval Postgra.duate School whose 
compensation is fi.'red under Public Law 303, Eightieth Congress, 
approved July 31, 1947; and the Academic Dean of the Postgra,d., 
uate School of the Naval Academy whose compensation is fixed 
under Public Law 402, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved June 
10, 1946; 

(11) aliens or persons not citizens of the United States who 
occupy positions outside the several States and the District of 
Columbia; · 

(12) the Tennessee Valley Authority; 
(13) the Inland Waterways Corporation; 
(14) the Alaska Railroad; 
(15) the Vu-gin Islands Corporation; 
(16) the Central Intelligence Agency; 
(17) th~ Atomic Energy Commission ; 
(18) Production Credit Corporations; 
(19) Federal Intermediate Credit Banks; 

'i"------ -(20) the Panama Canal Company; 
(21) (A) employees of any department who are stationed in 

the Canal Zone and (B) upon approval by the Civil Service 
Commission of the request of any department which has employees 
stationed in both the Republic of Panama and the Canal Zone1 
employees of such department who are stationed in the Republic 
of Panama; · 

(22) employees who serve without compensation or at nominal 
rates of compensation; · 

~23) employees none or only part of whose compensation is 
:I>atd fr?m appropriated funds of the United States: Prouided, 
That mth respect to the Veterans' CantMn Service in the Vet
eran~' Administra.tion, the provisions of this paragraph shall be 
~Plit;able. only to those positions which are exempt from the 

U
Cla_ssificatiOn Act of 1949, pursuant to section 4202 of title 38, 

mted States Code; 
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(24) employees whose compensati9n is :fi\"ed under a coopera
tive agreement between· the United States and (A) a State, 
Territory, or possession of the United States, or polit·ical sub
division thereof~ or (B) a person or organization outside the 
service of the Federal Government; 

l 

(25) student nurses, medical or dental interns, residents-in
training, student dietitians, student phvaical therapi3t£, student 
occupational therapists, and other student employees, assigned .. '1· 

or attached to a hospital, clinic, or laboratory piimarily for 
trainin~ .PU:poses, whose compensation is fixed under Public L_a.w 
330, E1ght1eth Congress, a.pproved August 4, 1947, or section 
4114(b) of title 38, United States Code; 

(26) inmates, patients, or beneficiaries receiving care or treat- I 
ment or living in Government agencies or institutions; I 

(27) e:s:perts or consultants, when employed temporarily or· I 
interniitt~tly in accordance with section 15 of Public Law 600, f 
Seventy-nmth Congress, a.pproved . ..A.ugust 2, 1946;- . --------. 

(28) ~mergency or seasonal employe_es wh9se employment is of f 
uncertam or· purely temporary duration, or who are employed j 
for brief periods at intervals; 1 

(29) persons employed on a fee, contract, or piece work basis; I 
(30) persons who ma.y Ia.,•..-fully penorm their duties concur" 

rently with their private profession, business, or other employ- · , 
ment, and whose duties require only a portion of their time, j 
where it is impracticable to ascertain or anticipate the proportion f 
of time devoted to the service of the Federal Government; t 

(31) positions for which rates of basic compensation are i.ndi- 1· 

vi dually fixed, or expressly authorized to be fixed, by any other . 
law~ at. or in excess of the ma..'rimum scheduled rate of the.hlghest J 
grade established by this ..A.ct[.]; , 

(32) the. National Security Agency. i 

SECTION 1581 (a) OF TITLE 10, UNITED STATES ConE 

§ 158L .Appointment: professional and scientific services 
(a) The Secret!ll"J' of Defense may establish not more than 120 1 

civilian positions in the Dep~.rtment of Defense[, and not more than 
25 1 civilian positions :in the National Security Agency,] to carry out 
research and development relating to the national defense, military 
medicine, and other activities of the Department of Defense [and the · 
National Security Agency, respectively,] that require the services of 
specially qua.lified scientists or professional personnel. 

• See. l2(a) of Public r..aw S<HGZ operated ta incrcns~. from 120 t.o 2il2 the number ol posilions which tbe 
Secretary or Dc!cn.o;c may esl.:;bJish in t.he JX,p:~rtmenr. of Defense and from 25 tl) 50 the number of p<mticms 
which ·the Sr.er~tncy may estahllsb in the i\"a(ionnl Security Agency and which re(!nire the services of 
speei:l.lly qualified seien!.l..<ts or professional pers01mcl 
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86TH CoNGRESS 
1st Session } Slli'TATE 

Calendar No. 272 
{ RE.rowr 

No. 284 

PROVIDING CERTAIN ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES 
FOR THE NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY, .AND FOR 
OTHER PURPOSES . 

··-- Mu IZ, 1959.-0rdered to be printed 
....... ··';-':.:•'''+'< 

Mr. JoHNSTON of South Carolina, from the Com..nllttee on Post 
Office and Civil Service, submitt.ed the following 

REPORT 
fTo accompa.uy H.R. 45991 

Tb.a Committee on Post Office and Civil Ser-Vice, to whom was 
referred the bill (H.R. 4599) to provide certain administrative authori
ties for the National Seeurit.y Agency, and for other purposes, having 
considered the same, report favorably thereon without·amendment and 
recommend that the bill do pass. 

S'l'ATillM l£~"T 

The purpose of this legislation is t.o Pliminate an administrative 
dilemma in witif'.h the National Security Agency and the Civil SerYice 
Commission. find t.hemselves by exempt-ing the former from the 

~--l?!'!~:V:t·:~t·,i)!l~ of the Classification Act of 1949, as amended. 

EXPLANATION 

The National Security Agency was established as an element of 
the Dep~r&.ment of Defense to perform certain very highly cla...tosified 
functions vit.a.I to the national security. The n~ture of these functions 
and their relationship to the national security are such as to preclude 
the National Secur-ity .Agency from disclosing t.o the Civil Service 
Connnis.<>ion personnel dat.a and otl1er information normally required 
by th~ Civil Serviee Commission t.o perform its audit, review. and 
other duties under the Classification Act. 1'he Na-tional SeCmitv 
~o-ency thns is in t.h~ position, by l'NlSOn of security limitations in its 
organic n.uthority, of being prohibited from providing information 
re-quired n:v the Civil Service Commission to fulfill its duties under 
the Class1fication Act. The Commission, in turn, is required under 

.. · 
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2 PH.OVIDING ADML'i'ISTH.A'IIVE AUTHOR!'TIES FOR THE NSA 

the Classification Act to insist t.ha.t it have full and accurate drscrip
tions of each position in the Agency. 

FINDDXGS 

Bv direction of the Civil Service Subcom.mittee, the sian met with 
t.he 'birect.or of t.he National Security Agency, accompanied by the 
Direct-or of Manpower and Personnel, Deputy Director of ?-.Ianpower 
and Personnel, and lcgalndviser to obta.in a better u11derstandiug of 
the problems involved a.r::o t.he need for this legislation. 

In the light of the securit.v considerat-ions involve.d, it, is not deemed 
appropriate to outline in v d~tr..il the iss~e~ discu~secl. or the facts 
p1·esented by the representa.twes of the N a.twnaJ Secnnty Agency. 

It may be st-a.ted, however, that the legislation <'J.'eat.es _no new 
positions, will not result in the p:2yment. of higher sshries than 
currently authorized, and seems f~;lJ_y justified. The Civil Service 
Commission concurs in the view that the Agency should be exempted 
from the Classi£cation Act as proposed by the bilL Such exemption 
would he consistent vYith legislation in effect with respect to other 
agencies similarly engaged in highly c.hssified defense activities. 

COST 

The Department of Defense states that enactment of the measure 
will not result in increased costs to the Government. 

LETTER OF REQUEST 

Following is the letter from the Department of Defense requestjng 
enactment of the measure: 

Hon. RrcHA;RD M. NrxoN, 
Presicle:nt of the Senate. 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, 
Washington, Janua:ry 2, 1959. 

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: There is forwarded herewith a draft of legis
lation, "To provide certain administrative authorities for theN ational 
Secuxity Agency, and for other purposes." 

This proposal is part of the Department of Defense legislative pro
gram for 1959. The Bureau of the Budget has advised that there 
would be no objection to the submission of this proposal for the 
consideration of the Congt•ess. It is strongly recommended that tbis 
proposal be enacted by the Congress. 

PURPOSE OF THE LEGISLA'l'ION 

The National Security Agency was established over 5 years ago by 
a Presidential directive to provide centralized coordination and direc
tion for certain very highly classified functions vital to the nationa.l 
security. The Agency was organized as an element of the Department 
of Defense and its operations are subject to the direction and control 
of the Secretary of Defense under a special committee of the N a.tional 
Security Council. 

The proposed legislation would indirectly implement recommenda
tions of the Task Force on Intelligence Activities of the Commission 

<·. 
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PROVIDIKG ADl1L~IS1'R.;\.TIVE AUTHORITIES FOR THE NSA 3 

on Organization of the. ~~ecut~ve Br~nch of the Goyc!"omeut, and is 
· desi?'ned to ov2rcome dimculhes wh1ch the CommiSSiOn found had 
seri;uslv handicapped the Agency iu the accompl.isl.uuent of its mission. 
.As stated in the preface to the Uvmmision's rep(;rt to Congress on 
l·ntellio-ence activities, dated June 29, H).-5.5, the t:;;sk force prepa-red 

:::- -·1 l' "1 l •t• d ' • I • l l b a supplernentw, ngn y c.us.')Hie' report. wmcn was not con::;H.crea • y 
the Commission, but \nl.s sent directly t0 the President ber:~mse of its 
extrem<i~J sensitive content. Tile r<:co.m?t1<:mlatioHs with l'f'Spcc& to 
the Nationa-l Security Agt>ney \VE:'r~ coutaim•.d. in th!s c!a.ssifiod report. 

The civiliun per~om:el adt.<'liuistrahou of ihe A;~cncy is presentiy 
subject to ~encru.l sup(~r':ision D.!ld control by th~ Civ,il S~t·vi~c Co.£!1-
mission. Hcwcve;:, detatled I~·m;·.v of Agency aetwas.Dy t;;e Comm!s
sion bll.S not been prnctic;:thie bec<wse of sceurity con;:;i!lerutions. 
This creates 2,11 undesimble situa.ti.on in w·hich the Commission has a 
limited respoHsibility for supe-rTising K:ttional Seeurit .. v Agency per
sonnel act-ions but an even more lim.ited opportunity for diS<!ha.rging 
that responsibility. The Oornmission COll('Urs in the view that the 
A~encv should be exempted. from the Classification Act, subject t-o 
· the linl.itations staled in the hili. Such ex~mption would be cvnsistent 
with the tr~1-tment prcsent.iy accorded ot-her agencies engaged in 
specializ&~ or highly ~~ssi::iNl ~e~ense a':ti_v~tie.s. _ 

The umque and h1ghly scns>t1ve acttVJtres of the Agency reqmre 
ext-reme secat·ity mcD..su.n.'S .. The hill. therefore, includes provisions 
exempting the Ag:-ncy from statutory requirernents involving dis

. closures of organizational and functional m.atters \Villch should be 
protected in the interest of national defense. 

C()ST AND BUDGET DATA 

The enactment of the proposed· bill would not result in incrrnsed 
costs to the Government. 

Sincerely yours, 
DoNALD A. QuARLES, Acting. I 

'1{: CRANGE.S IN EXISTING LAW 

· .. ~.~.'.. In compliance with subsection (4) of rule LTIX of the Standing-
""'~.._-:::.:R~ul:::::es_~f t.he . Se.nat.e; changes in esist.ing law made by the hill, as 

!eported, are shown as follo~"-s (existing law proposed to be omitted 
lS ~closed ]n bla.ck br~kets, new matt-er is printed in italic, emting 
aw m which no change is proposed is shown in roman): 

SEc-TioN 2(f2 oF TFIE C!.AssrFic .. ~..-TroN AcT oF 1949, As AMENDED 

(5 u.s.c. 1082) 

TITI~ IT-COVERAGE A:.t\'D EXEMPTIONS 

* * * * "' * * 
SEc. 202. This _4-ct (except title XII) shall not apply to-

(1) the field service of the Post Office Department, for which 
the salary rates are fixed by Public Law 134, Seventy-ninth 
Congress, approved July 6, 1945, as amended a.n.d supplemented; 

(2) the Foreign Service of the United States under the De
pam;uent of _State, for which the salary rates are fi:s::ed by the 
Fore1gn ServiCe Act of 1946, as supplement-ed by Public Law 160, 

.<.:. 
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4 PROVIDING ADMIJ\lSTR..HIVE AUTHORITIES FOR THE Ns.A. 

Eighty~:first Co~crress, approved July 6, 1949; and positions in or 
under the Department of State which are (A) connect.ed with 
the representation of the United States t.o inte.rnat.iona.l organ.izilr 
tions; or (B) specifically exempt-ed by law n·om the UJa~sifi(;il,tion 
Act of 1923, s.s amended, or any other clussifca.tion or compen
sation la.w; 

(3) physicians, dentists, nurses, and other employees in the 
Depaii;ment of :Yfe.dicine. and Surgery in the Yet~mns' Adminis
tration, whose compensa-tion is fixed .under chapter 73 of title 38, 
United States Code; 

(4) t-eachers, school officers, and employees of t.he Board of 
Education of the District of Columbia, whose compensation is 
fixed under the Distriet of Columbia Teachers' Salary Act of 
1947, as supplemented by Public Law 151, Eighty-first Congress, 
approved Jun.e 30, 1949; and t.be chie.f judge .s.nd the associat-e 
judges of the Municipal Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia, and of the ~iunicipal Court for the Dist1-ict of 
Columbia; 

(5) office-rs t1nd members of the :.\1et.:.-opo1itnn Police, the Fire. 
Der>artment of the District of Columbia, t.he United Stat.es Park 
Pofice, and the White House Police; · 

(6) lighthouse keepers and ci"iiia.n employees on lightships a.nd 
vessels of the Coast Guard, whcse compensa.tion is fixed under 
authority of sect.ion 432 (f) and (g) of title 14 of the United 
States Code; 

(7) employees in recognized t1·adcs or crofts, or other skilled 
mechanical crnfts, or. in unskilled, semi:>kiHed, cr skilled manu:-J
labor occupations, a.nd other employees includir.g foremen and 
supervisors in positions having tnt{le, craft, or laboring e:'iperience 
and knowledge as the pa-rnmount. requin~ment, a.nd employees in 
the Bureau of Engra.vi11g and Printing the duties of whom are to 
perform. or to. direct manual or mitc·hine opera-tions requiring 
special sl:.-ill or e.':"perience, or to porform or direct the counting, 
examining, sortiug, or other verification of the product of manual 
or machine op""mtions: P:rm;i.ded, Thn.t the c.ompensation of such 
employ~e..-, shall he fixed and adjustl?-d from time to time i!S nearly 
as is consistent with the public interest in accordance with pre
vailing rates: P1·()vuled .fwtlter, That whenever tlte Civil Service 
Commission concurs. in the opinion of the emp1o:ying agency that 
in any given area the·number of such employees is so few as to 
make prevailing rate determinations impracticable, such employee 
or employe.p.s shall be subject to t-he pl"ovisions of this Act w·hich 
are appli('3.bk to positions of equivale-nt. dm1culty or responsibility. 

(8) offic~rs and me.:1be-.rs of crews of vessels, whose compensa
tion sha.ll be fixed and adjusted from time to time as nearly as is 
consistent wit,h tlH~ puhlic interest in accordance \vith prevniling 
rates and practices in the maritime industry; . 

(9) employe~-S of the Government P1·inting Office whose com
pensation is fixed und<>r Public, Numbered 276, Sixt.y-eighth 
Congress, approved ,June 7, 1924; 

(10) civilian professors, lecturers, and inst-ructors at the Naval 
War College and theN a val Acad(>.my whose compensation is fixed 
under Public Law 604:, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved August 

;!I'" 
. ~ 
.i 

} 
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2, 1946, seni?r professors, profes.sors\ associate and assistant pro
fessors, and m?tructors at the N ~val Postgradt_tate. School whose 
compensation IS fixed under Pubhc Law ,303, Etght1eth Congress, 
approved July 31, 1947; and the Acadenuc Dean of th~ Po~tgra.d
uate School of the Naval Academy whose compensation 1s fixed 
under Public Law 402, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved June 10, 

1946; . h 
(11) aliens or persons not citizens of the Umted States w o 

occupy positions outside the several States and the District of 
Columbia; 

(12) the Tennessee Valley .Authority;_ 
(13) the Inland Waterways CorporatiOn; 
(14) the Alaska Railroad; 
(15) the virgin Islands Corporation; 
(16) the Central Intelligence Agency; 
{17) the Atomic Energy Commission; 
(18) Production Credit Corporations; 
(19) Federal Intermediate Credit Banks; 
(20) the Panama Canal Company; 
(21) (.A) employees of any department. who. 3.!e stationed in 

the Cn.nal Zone and (B) upon approval by the Cr•il Service Com
mission of the request of a.nv depr.rtment which hns employees 
stationed in both the Republic of Panama and the Canal Zone, 
employees of such department who are stationed in the Republic 
of Panama; 

(22) employees who serve without compensation or at nom.ino.l 
rates of compensation; 

(23) employees none or only part of whose compensation is 
paid from appropriated funds of the United States: Provided, 
That with respect to the V:eters.ns' Canteen Service in the Vet
erans' Administration, the provisions of this para..,o-raph shall be 
applicable only to those positions which are exempt from the 
Classification Act of 1949, pursuant to' section 4202 of title 38, 
United States Code; 

(24) employees whose compensation is fi:'l:ed under a coopera-
tive agreement between the United States and (A) a. State, 
Territory, or possession of the United States, or political sub
division thereof, or {B) a person or organization outside the 

~---..!!."!~""·~1,v.. of the Federal Government; 
student nurses, medical or dental interns, residents-in

~n"'"'11" student di~titians, student physical therapists, student 
"' .. ,,.v, ...... therap~ts anfi. other student employ~, assigD:ed 

?1' to a hosp1t;J, chniC, or laboratory pnms.rily for tram
~ p~poses, whose compensation is fixed under Public Law 3301 

E1g~t1eth C<,?~o-ress, approved August 4, 1947, or section 4114(b) 
of t1tle 38, Uruted States Code; 

(26) inmates, patients. or beneficiaries receiving- ca.re or ~rea.t
ment or living in Goverriment agencies or institutions; 
. (27). experts or consultants, when employed temporarily or 

S
mtermtttently in accordance with section 15 of Public Law 600 
eventy-ninth Con.,o-ress, approved August 2, 1946; ' 

(28) e~ergency or seasonal employees whose employment is 
off un~ertam; or pur~ly temporary duration, or who are employed 
or bnef penods at Intervals; . · 

59003"-59 S. Rel)t., S$-1, ;ol. 3-i 

-· ; . ' . .... . .-. -~ 
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(29) persons employed on a fee, contract, or piece work basis; 
(30} persons who may lawfully perform their duties concur

rently with their private profession, business, or other employ
ment, s.nd whose duties require only a portion of their time, 
where it is ilp.practicable t-o ascertain or anticipate the proportion 
of time devoted to the sen ... ice of the Federal Government; 

. (31) positions for which rates of basic compensation are indi-
vidually :fi.~ed, or expressly authorized to be fi.\:ed, by any other 
law, at or in excess of the maximum scheduled rate of the highest 
grade established by this .-ict[.]; 

(8£) the National 8u-urity Agency. 

SECTION 1581(a) OF TITLE 10, U.NTTED STATES ConE 

§ 1581. Appointment: professi~nal and scientific services 

. (a.) The Secretary of Defense may establish not more than 120 1 

civiiian posjtions in the Department of Defense [, and not more than 
25 1 civilian positions in the National Security Agency,] tO carry out 
research and development relating to the national defense, military 
medicine, and other act-ivities of the Department of Defense [and the 
National Security Agency, respectively,] that require the services of 
specially qualified scientists or professional personnel. 

'Sec. 1:z(a) of ?nb.lic Law 85-462 operated to in~ from 120 to 2!l2 the nnmbec of positions ~:rbich the 
·~of Defense may establish !n the Department of Defense and from 25 to ro the nnmber oipositlons 
wbicb the Secretary may establish in the Nation2i Security Agency. and whieb roquire the sen-ices GI 
specially ql13]i1!ed scientists or proffssicnal personnel. · 

0 

,,._· 

i 
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Plaintiff Attachment 5 

NSA's History of Secrecy 

The 1959 NSA Act itself and the accompanying papers sent to Congress do not 

identify NSA's purpose or functions, only referencing the organization's need for great 

secrecy. The Agency was created by Executive Order, not by legislation. 

A persisting culture of extreme secrecy originated in World War II, when Signals 

Intelligence (SIGINT) code-breaking made major contributions to victory in both the 

Pacific and European theaters. The longevity and usefulness of these breakthroughs were 

sustained only because of strict secrecy. Sometimes the Allies sacrificed lives by not 

using decoded information, so the Axis would not suspect their codes had been broken 

and change them. 

Victory was quickly followed by a Cold War with the USSR and after 1949 with 

China. The Soviets had since the 1930s focused on penetrating the US. In the 1940s, 

they were especially interested in the Manhattan Project to build a nuclear weapon. By 

the late 1940s the FBI was investigating these activities, leading to execution of Julius 

and Ethel Rosenberg in 1951, followed by other spy scandals in the US and allied 

countries. When the Soviets detonated an atomic bomb in 1949, there was intense 

concern; some of the necessary information was gleaned from the Manhattan Project. 

NSA employees' names were protected at least in part to foil foreign espionage and 

recruitment attempts. Today, targeting of employees by terrorists is another potential 

security issue. 

However, by the time the NSA Act was passed in 1959, the Agency's purpose was 

Page 1 Plaintiff Attachment 5, Cross-Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, 
Roarkv. U.S., 6:12-CV-01354-MC 
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Plaintiff Attachment 4 

NSA's History of Secrecy 

The 1959 NSA Act itself and the accompanying papers sent to Congress do not 

identify NSA's purpose or functions, only referencing the organization's need for great 

secrecy. The Agency was created by Executive Order, not by legislation. 

A persisting culture of extreme secrecy originated in World War II, when Signals 

Intelligence (SIGINT) code-breaking made major contributions to victory in both the 

Pacific and European theaters. The longevity and usefulness of these breakthroughs were 

sustained only because of strict secrecy. Sometimes the Allies sacrificed lives by not 

using decoded information, so the Axis would not suspect their codes had been broken 

and change them. 

Victory was quickly followed by a Cold War with the USSR and after 1949 with 

China. The Soviets had since the 1930s focused on penetrating the US. In the 1940s, 

they were especially interested in the Manhattan Project to build a nuclear weapon. By 

the late 1940s the FBI was investigating these activities, leading to execution of Julius 

and Ethel Rosenberg in 1951, followed by other spy scandals in the US and allied 

countries. When the Soviets detonated an atomic bomb in 1949, there was intense 

concern; some of the necessary information was gleaned from the Manhattan Project. 

NSA employees' names were protected at least in part to foil foreign espionage and 

recruitment attempts. Today, targeting of employees by terrorists is another potential 

security issue. 

~. 

However, by the time the NSA Actwas passed in 1959, the Agency's purpose was 

Page 1 Plaintiff Attachment 4, Cross-Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, 
Roarkv. U.S., 6:12-CV-01354-MC 
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pretty obvious. In 1957, it had moved into a huge new building and campus right off both· 

Route 32 and the new parkway connecting Washington, D.C. and Baltimore. Almost all 

ofNSA's employees from the war and its aftermath commuted or moved from Virginia to 

Maryland, 1 doubtless bringing their culture of secrecy with them. The Soviets likely 

knew the building's intended occupant and purpose from the outset, but intense secrecy 

persisted for several decades, earning NSA the widely used epithets "No Such Agency" 

and "Never Say Anything." 

James Bamford, a former employee at an NSA facility, became a ranking outside 

expert on NSA and cracked its secrecy with his first book, The Puzzle Palace, published 

in 1982. The Agency claimed immediately that many properly classified revelations were 

contained in the book, but backed off after Bamford pointed out that his work was fully 

sourced with footnotes from open literature. About 25 years later, Bamford helped prove 

that documents taken from Thomas Drake's house were not properly classified. 

After a time, the extreme secrecy yielded somewhat to realism and practicality. In 

the early 1960s, employees could not reveal where they worked, their salaries and their 

specialty. They were not to answer such questions from the courts, the Civil Service 

Commission, census takers or private parties. They could not tell even their spouses what 

1 Thomas R. Johnson, "The Move, or HowNSA Came to Fort Meade," Cryptologic Quarterly (no date), 

https://www.nsa.gov/public _info/ _files/cl)'ptologic _quarterly/The_ Move_ or_ How_ NSA_ Came _to _Ft_ Mea 

de.pdf, pp. 94-99. In this example ofNSA's use of the NSA Act, the article is termed "Statutorily Exempt" 

and the FOUO markings are crossed out. It was released 52 years after the move to Ft. Meade, on 

December 1, 20 II, as a "Transparency Case." 

Page 2 Plaintiff Attachment 4, Cross-Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, 
Roark v. U.S., 6: 12-CV-01354-MC 
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they did, including spouses also employed at NSA. This created practical, everyday 

problems. For instance, the need to verify employment, position and salary made it 

difficult to qualify for mortgages and other credit. 

Eventually, perhaps assisted by Bamford, the secrecy abated somewhat. By the 

1990s, specific job descriptions and recruitment advertising were allowed (e.g. senior 

intelligence analyst, traffic analyst, Russian linguist), spouses were more knowledgeable, 

and some employees now admit that they work for NSA rather than citing the government 

or the Department of Defense. 

Nonetheless, the Agency's close-mouthed reputation and suspicion of a self-

serving motive for its secrecy persisted. NSA was deeply involved in the intelligence 

scandals publicly uncovered in the early 1970s, including mass collection of Americans' 

overseas telexes during the entire postwar period-- then as now with U.S. industry 

cooperation-- and domestic surveillance of those opposing the Viet-Nam war. These 

activities were facilitated by NSA's extraordinary secrecy and scarce congressional 

oversight. The response to Church and Pike Committee investigations in the Senate and 

House of Representatives was creation of dedicated intelligence committees, in both 

chambers. Plaintiff worked on the House side for 17 years, from 1985 to 2002. 

NSA's secrecy has made it attractive fodder within popular culture as a sometimes 

fanciful adversarial foil. 2 For instance, the 1998 the movie Enemy of the State depicted 

2 Wikipedia, "NSA in Popular Culture," 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NSA_in_popular_culture. 

Page 3 Plaintiff Attachment 4, Cross-Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, 
Roark v. U.S., 6: 12-CV-01354-MC 
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rogue NSA agents in relentless and lethal pursuit of a U.S. citizen, using advanced 

microphones and real-time video from spy satellites. 

Seeing this film and witnessing the audience's disgusted reactions shortly before 

becoming Director ofNSA, General Michael Hayden decided that greater openness was 

required. He entered into an unprecedented and internally controversial availability to the 

media early in his 1999-2005 term. After the 9/11 attacks, however, he agreed to and 

carried out extra-legal programs directed by the White House that targeted the U.S. 

populace and engaged in dragnet collection worldwide. Following partial revelation, it 

was claimed that this "President's Surveillance Program" was permitted under the 

President's constitutional powers as commander in chief during war. Legislation liberally 

interpreted by presidents and their lawyers accommodated considerable expansion over 

the years under a secret court. In sun, however, after the 2001 attacks on the World Trade 

Center and Pentagon, NSA leadership had again become tight-lipped. The Agency had 

largely gone dark under Hayden and his successors. 

New York Times reporters revealed in December 2005 and January 2006 a small 

part of the domestic collection program. Hayden took charge of much ofthe Agency's 

defense, first as the Deputy Director ofNational Intelligence, a post to which he had 

moved in 2006, and recently as a private citizen after having left his subsequent position 

as Director of Central Intelligence. General Keith Alexander, who succeeded Hayden as 

NSA Director, also mounted a public defense late in his term and after his retirement, 

following revelation ofthe "Snowden documents" beginning in June 2013,. 

Distrust ofNSA had again flourished after the New York Times revelations. It 

metastasized in 2013-14, fed by a long series of media revelations based on a large trove 
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of information taken from NSA by Edward Snowden. These documented massive artd 

indiscriminate domestic and worldwide collection of every sort of electronics, and 

repeatedly revealed that many official reassurances had been and continued to be false or 

misleading. 
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Ms. Diane Roark 

f?ocu-t.. f/, /ic $ _ 

?lar~l-r'f+.- .1/-1/-tt_clt m.e/1+ 6 

2000 N. Scenic View Dr. 
Stayton, OR 97383 
503-767-2490 
gardenofeden(a)'N'Vi.corn 

October 28, 2013 

Kerry W. Kircher, Esq. 
General Counsel 
219 Cannon House Office Building 
U.S. House ofRepresentatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515-3902 

Dear Mr. Kircher: 

I seek your legal help in upholding Congressional oversight privileges under the 
Constitutional Separation of Powers doctrine, as embodied in the Speech or Debate 
Clause. The case involves return of seized documents, some of which were related to my 
prior congressional staff duties at the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 
(HPSCI). These were seized from my horne six years ago and have been retained by the 
executive branch. 

The National Security Agency (NSA) intends to keep an unknown number of 
these electronic and paper documents even though, to date with two alleged exceptions, 
they are not classified. I did not sign a prepublication agreement permitting the 
withholding of unclassified information, although NSA claimed, after I submitted an 
OpEd for review in 2006, that I had done so. The agency cites its alleged authority to 
seize unclassified, private communications or documents under section 6a of the National 
Security Agency Act of 1959, although this law was meant to exempt the agency from 
certain Civil Service rules. 

The investigation of me is officially closed and I was not indicted. An associate, 
Thomas A. Drake, eventually was indicted in Maryland but the government dropped the 
charges four days before trial. Drake faced a possible 35 years in prison, partly under the 
Espionage Act, and had repeatedly refused intense pressure for a plea bargain. Closed 
pretrial hearings established that none of the five unmarked documents found in his 
horne, that formed the basis for charges were actually classified, as NSA had alleged. 
For Judge Bennett's comments, see: Error! Hyperlink reference not valid .. 

NSA then claimed that it did not have to give back our property. I am suing the 
government, prose, for return of most of my belongings. We are negotiating a mediation 
agreement for return of some material partially along the lines of my colleagues' U.S. 
District Court of Maryland decision in John K. Wiebe eta!. v. National Security Agency 
eta!., Civil No. RDB-11-3245. However, the unresolved property issues are to be 
litigated in the U.S. District Court of Oregon, Eugene Division, Roark v. United States, 
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6:12-cv-01354-MC (MC was formerly AA). 

I worked for 17 years as Republican professional staff on the House Permanent 
Select Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI). I retired in April 2002. During my last five 
years at HPSCI, my primary duty was oversight of the National Security Agency's 
budget and operations. In the winter of 2002, confidential sources informed me about the 
so-called "warrantless wiretaps" program begun in October, 2001. Part of that program 
was revealed by New York Times reporters in December 2005 and January 2006. There 
were many fragmentary official government statements about the program in subsequent 
years, but most of its detailed and documented content has been revealed by· former NSA 
contractor Edward Snowden since June 2013. 

In August 2006, one of your predecessors, Geraldine Gennet, contacted me iri 
Oregon by telephone. She asked if I would voluntarily cooperate with an FBI 
investigation into the 2005-06 New York Times leak of classified information about the 
program. I said that I would do so, but added in an email immediately following the 
conversation that I would not reveal my sources of information about the program, citing 
Separation of Powers. During the telephone conversation, I made clear to Ms. Gennet 
that I had vigorously opposed the program, particularly the needless deactivation of civil 
liberties protections that were built into its original software. I told her I had urged 
numerous officials who were cleared for the program to insist either that those 
protections be restored or that the program be ended. She advised me to employ a 
lawyer. I objected that I had only carried out my oversight responsibilities and had done 
nothing wrong. I asked that she accompany me to the interview, as she had accompanied 
then-current HPSCI staff and members. She still insisted that I needed a personal 
attorney. Therefore, reluctantly, I enlisted the services ofNina Ginsberg, whose offices 
are in Alexandria, VA, during the course of the protracted investigation. 

In February 2007, while I was in the Washington area for a meeting of the 
Graybeards advisory board that reported to the Associate Director ofNational 
Intelligence for Collection, I met for three hours with two FBI agents and the U.S. 
Attorney assigned to the leak investigation, accompanied by Ms. Ginsberg. I denied any 
contact with the New York Times and said I had no idea who might have leaked the 
warrantless wiretap information, but I was confident my sources of information did not 
do so. The FBI repeatedly asked me to identify my sources. Each time I declined to do 
so, citing legislative privilege. 

At one point we had a more extended discussion about this, and I told them that if 
congressional sources of independent information were not protected, Congress would be 
unable to provide effective oversight of executive branch expenditures and of the 
efficiency and legality of its operations -- a particularly important capability in the 
secretive world of intelligence, where public access to information is very limited. 
Further, I pointed out that I could conceive of no oversight issue more important than the 
program in question, and therefore it was particularly imperative to uphold the principle 
in this case and not to provide a precedent legitimizing executive encroachment on 
legislative privilege. I said I had talked to some HPSCI members and staff about the 
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issue and had written numerous memos to some of them on the subject, but did not tell 
DoJ the specific content of the exchanges or my sources for the content. I also informed 
them that I had not revealed the identity of my sources to the committee. 

For their part, the Department of Justice representatives expressed their contempt 
for Congress, which they dismissed as a worthless bunch of leakers. I was shocked to 
hear these seemingly heartfelt opinions from the agency assigned to defend the 
Constitution. DoJ should be able to provide you the FBI's FD-302 notes on this 
interview. 

I heard nothing more until I was raided by the FBI at 6 a.m. in July 2007, at the 
same time as some of my congressional sources in Maryland. My computer, printer and 
many other papers were seized. There was also strong evidence in the warrant that my 
home had been entered surreptitiously before the raid. I have never been notified of such 
a search and my repeated requests that the government confirm or deny it have been 
ignored. The DoJ had formally assured Speaker of the House Hastert, in a letter after 
passage of the PATRIOT Act, that the law would not be used to justify or employ 
unnotified surreptitious searches, and the FBI also continued to claim this on its website. 

While the DoJ made clear during my interview that the identity of one of my 
sources on the warrantless wiretaps program was suspected (and as I found out years 
later, he was subsequently interviewed three times), it is very doubtful that they would · 
have strongly suspected all the other sources and associates who were raided, without the 
information on my computer. The hard drive of my computer appears to have been 
bugged and copied before the raid, during a surreptitious entry or remotely, partly 
because for a time prior, it suddenly malfunctioned strangely. 

In addition to emails with my sources obliquely referring to the NSA program and 
to other NSA oversight issues from January 2002 through July2007, there were 
additional documents on my hard drive pertaining to the program and my efforts to 
modify it. For instance, there was a cryptic diary summarizing when I found new 
information on the program or tried within HPSCI and elsewhere to encourage opposition 
to it. Those efforts continued after my official retirement in April, to August 2002. 

In September 2002, having reached a dead end on attempts to motivate action on 
the warrantless wiretap program, I and three former NSA employees submitted to the 
DoD Inspector General hotline a request for an investigation ofNSA regarding other 
issues. A few aspects of these issues were partially and indirectly related to the 
warrantless wiretaps activities, but we did not reveal that program to the IG .. In October 
2003 I moved to Oregon. 

After the sealed affidavits for the 2007 search warrants finally were released 
during the Maryland and Oregon lawsuits, it became apparent that the government had 
successfully sought to coerce me into not exercising my First Amendment right to 
unclassified speech regarding my objections to the warrantless wiretap program. In this 
matter, it also appears that the government may have deliberately and falsely led HPSCI 
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(as it misled me and Tom Drake) to believe that a Baltimore Sun article for which I had 
been a source contained classified information. This may have led HPSCI and possibly 
the House General Counsel to withhold support for me. The affidavit revealed that the 
government judged from the outset that the article was unclassified. 

The extensive background of my case may be found in my December 16, 2012 
submission to the District Court of Oregon regarding the constitutional aspect of my 
lawsuit, that was dismissed without prejudice. 

My research has indicated that Speech or Debate Clause protections extend to 
congressional staff as well as members, and specifically they relate to oversight issues. 
In my case, part of my oversight information was kept at home in a cryptic, unclassified 
manner. My sources generally did not wish to sign in at HPSCI. I also maintained 
congressional and executive branch contacts regarding the matter even after retiring, and 
continued contact with key congressional sources for years afterward. Of course even 
after I left the committee, I was obliged to protect the identity of committee sources. 

More importantly, I would argue that it is strongly in the House of 
Representatives' interest to maintain the independence of its oversight activities. This 
includes but is not limited to the right to nondisclosure of congressional sources and the 
right to withhold and protect congressional papers pertaining to oversight. There is also 
precedent to force the return of improperly searched and seized congressional papers, 
perhaps including as a penalty the return of all seized documents if congressional 
prerogatives were violated. 

I look forward to a response as soon as you are able to consider this issue. My 
case will proceed to litigation after the mediation is concluded this month and the 
government returns some of the property as agreed in the mediation. I have raised 
legislative privilege as an issue, but the local Assistant U.S. Attorney representing the 
government orally dismissed it as irrelevant. 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Roark 

Cc: Chairman Rogers, HPSCI 
Ranking Member Ruppersberger, HPSCI 
Rep. Boehner, Speaker of the House 
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Ms. Diane Roark 
2000 N. Scenic View Dr. 
Stayton OR 97383 

October 28, 2013 

Hon. John Boehner, Speaker 
U.S. House ofRepresentatives 
H-232 U.S. Capitol 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Speaker Boehner: 

I have attached a copy of my letter to the House General Counsel because of the 
Department of Justice's apparent violation of its assurances to former Speaker Hastert. 
Dol pledged that it would not engage in secret unnotified searches of private premises 
after passage of the PATRIOT Act. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Roark 
(former HPSCI staff) 
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Roark v. U.S., Plaintiff Attachment 7 

HPSCI EXECUTIVE SESSION RULES 

Almost all HPSCI witnesses in executive session were from government agencies, 

nearly always intelligence agencies. This is uniformly true regarding the budget in 

particular. Witnesses normally arrive with a large retinue of persons from the agency or 

agencies testifying, as well as interested representatives from some of the other 

intelligence agencies (there are 17), many of whom take notes that they remove from 

HPSCI on departure or that are pouched and returned to them. 

Further, draft transcripts of hearings, including both witness and member 

comments, routinely are sent to the agencies of the witnesses so they may propose 

corrections to any alleged transcription errors. Therefore, excepting extremely 

compartmented prognims or rare non-government testimony, most of this information is 

distributed elsewhere. It is highly unlikely that almost any government witnesses will be 

able to present maverick positions in opposition to their agency or Intelligence 

Community (IC) policies that remain unknown to others, most often many others. 

Executive session rules were adopted in response to the 1970s scandals involving 

domestic surveillance by NSA, CIA, FBI and military intelligence components, that led to 

creation of the Intelligence Committees. The rules were meant to protect whistleblowers 

and other potentially controversial or vulnerable witnesses by severely restricting 

dissemination of such material and identities. Unfortunately, HPSCI rarely solicits such 

witnesses. Plaintiff was informed that the rules were mainly meant to allow members to 
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ask ptovocative questions, make statements or take positions that even if unclassified 
I 

would not be aired publicly, thus promoting free discussion and exchange of ideas. 

Of course, classified information is always to be protected under other standing 

rules. Excepting the sensitive situations above involving member positions or vulnerable 

witnesses, classified normally may be discussed with properly cleared persons having a 

"need to know." Indeed, classified budget discussions routinely take place before and 

after budget executive sessions and are critical to the entire budget process. Unclassified 

budget reports also accompany the House bill and the final conferenced House/Senate bill 

that normally becomes law. 

Mr. Dick's allegation that the budget may not be discussed outside HPSCI on 

grounds that the budget is annually discussed in Committee closed/executive hearings is 

simply unworkable and could not be adhered to. Nor would it be feasible for most other 

oversight topics. 

With the budget in particular, as well as all other subjects on which the 

Committee convenes an executive session for briefings or hearings, it is the relevant 

staffers' responsibility to be well informed on the topic beforehand and to provide a 

hearing or briefing package for the members with summaries and suggested questions or 

areas they might wish to explore with witnesses or briefers. 

Because the budget and accompanying "classified annex" and unclassified report 

are the primary means by which the Committee influences agency behavior, priorities and 

expenditures, almost every briefing at the Committee or at executive agencies throughout 

the year is attuned or potentially related to budget and oversight issues that might be 

addressed in the Intelligence Authorization bill. 
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The process becomes more focused and intense beginning in early February, when 

proposed agency intelligence budgets are released to Congress. Many days of intensive 

staff briefings follow, involving presentations, questions from staff and considerable 

exchange of information and views between staff and the agency. After executive session 

hearings in the spring, staff, supervised by ·Staff managers knowledgeable about member 

views, assemble a proposed mark (additions or subtractions to various budget lines) and 

proposed classified and unclassified report language. In executive session Committee 

"mark up," members will discuss only the most prominent or potentially controversial of 

these recommended line items and possibly selected report language. 

The Committee's decisions must take into account discussions by staff with the 

House Armed Services Committee and Defense Appropriations Committee staff, 

because those committees include intelligence funding within their bills. When the 

House and Senate Intelligence Committees later conference to reconcile any differences 

in their two bills, the discussion must widen accordingly to include at least four 

committees. 

In addition, each agency and usually all the offices affected by line item marks or 

report language, receive all or portions of these budget mark-ups and associated report 

language. The agencies and their affected offices usually follow up by discussing with 

staff and members the motivation, intent and meaning of both the House bill and the final 

law, also giving them an opportunity to express their agreement, reservations or 

disagreement. 

For all these reasons, by definition it is impossible to confine budget discussion or 

outcome to Executive Session. Indeed, this would be highly undesirable. Further, the 
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unclassified reports for the Committee mark up and for the final conferenced bill are 

printed and released to the public. 

In practice, the real application of the executive session rule is that member 

discussion during executive session, especially during budget mark up, when there are no 

agency representatives present, must be protected, the rare whistleblower or vulnerable 

witness must be protected, and classified discussion must be properly controlled and 

restricted to those with a "need to know," as per the norm. 

When Plaintiff was presented with her last pre-publication agreement, it contained 

a restriction worded similarly to Mr. Dick's interpretation, that confined budget 

discussion to executive session. Plaintiff immediately went to the drafter and politely 

pointed out that it was impossible to conduct normal committee business without 

violating the restriction as written. This observation was received explosively, such that 

another staffer standing nearby with the agreement in hand simply went ahead and signed 

it. Having no other option, Plaintiff reluctantly also later signed it, knowing full well 

that she could not do her job whilst observing the letter of the agreement. 
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CLrtact.<e&- +o ;4++i cttJ...I/t t-

Attachment E 

Jtems to be Seized 

Any items whicll constitute evidence., instrumentalities, or fruitS of violation ofTitle 18, 
United States Code, Sections 3 71 (Conspiracy To Commit An Offense Against The 
Uriite(l-States)~/93 {Un!avifiil Di8cToSlife:orctassilleoNatioliitDefeilse Illfijrmanon), · ---- · ------· -
and 798 (Unlawful Disclosure of Classified Infonnation), including specifically: 

L U:S. ;g~vhcmmd ent docd ~men~. cl~ifiedl ddof1cum~ntslli(!ncludi~g classified documents. }-
nussmg ea ers an .~ootersJ. nat:1ona e ense mte _ge.nce. ocuments and papers.. and. 
other documents relating to the National Security Agency(NSA). 

2. · P~rs 91" documents relating to the transmittal of U.S. government documents, 
· national defense and cJassifi.ed intelligence to representatives of the news media, or 
indi_viduals not authorized to receive the information; 

3. Computer hardware, meaning any and an computer equipment, including any 
electronic devices that ate capable of collecting, anatyzin& c~ating, displaying, 
converting, storing, concealing, or transmitting electronic,.magnetic, optical, or 
similar eomputer impulses or data. InCluded within the definition of computer 
hard'Yare is any data proces$ing hardware (such as central processing units and self
contained laptop or notebook computers); internal and peripheral storage devices 
(SU9P as floppy 4isks. compact disks/CO-roms, hard disk drives, flash drives, tapes, 
or Similar data storage devices/media); peripheral inputioutput devices (such as 
}<eybocq:ds,. printers, scanners. plotters, video display monitQrs. and optical readers); 
~lated communications devices (such as modems. cables aiid connections); and any 
deVices, mechanisms, or parts that can be used to restrict access to computer . 
har.dware (such as ••dongles/' keycards, physical keys, and Jocks). 

4. Computer software, meaning any and all informatio~ 1nstructions. programs, or 
program codes, stored in the form of electronic, magiletic, op~cal, or other media, 
which is ~le of being intez:preted by a computer or its related components. 
Computer software may also include data, data fragments, or control characters 
integral to the operation of computer software, such as operating systems software, 
applications sofiw~ utility programs, compilers. inte~ters, communi~ons. 
software, and other programming used or intende-d to be used to commurucate With 
computer components. 

5. Computer-related documentation, meaning; any written, recOrded, printed, or 
electronically-stored material that explains or. illustrates the configuration or use of 
any seized eomputer hardware; software. or related items; 

6. Computer passwords and data sec.urity devices, meaning any devices, programs, or 
data- whether themselves in the nature of hardware or software- that can be used 9T 
are de&~ to be used to. restrict access to, or to facilitate concealment of, a,ny 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

DELAYED NOTICE SEARCH WARRANTS: 
A VITAL AND TIME-HONORED TOOL FOR FIGHTING CRIME 

SEPTEMBER 2004 
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Office of the Assistant Attorney General 

The Honorable J. Dennis Hastert 
Speaker 
U.S. House ofRepresentatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

DearMr. Speaker: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Office ofLegislative Affairs 

Washington, D.C. 10530 

SEP 2 2 2004 

On July 13, 2004, the Dep~eilt provided you with a copy of a recent report entitled "Report 
From The Field: The USA PATRIOT Act at Work" We are pleased to provide you with the.enclosed 
supplemental report, "Delayed Notice Search Warrants: A Vital and Time-Honored Tool for Fighting 
Crime." This report highlights the importance and successful use of delayed notice search warrants. 
The report also addresses unwarranted concerns. that have been raised regarding the constitutionality of 
this law enforcement technique that has been recognized and upheld by the courts for more than three 
decades. 

The USA PATRIOT Act has been invaluable to the Department of Justice's efforts to prevent 
terrorism and make America safer while at the same time preserving civil liberties. By passing the USA 
PATRIOT Act, Congress provided taw enforcement and inte1ligence authorities with important new 
tools needed to combat the s~ious terrorist threat faced by the United States. Specifically, the Act 
enhanced the federal government's ability to share intelligence, strengthened the criminal laws against 
terrorism, removed obstacles to investigating terrorists, and updated the law to reflectnew technologies 
used by terrorists. 

During the early stages of crimilt,aJ.investigations, including.terrorism investigations. keeping the 
existence of an investigation confidential can be critical to its success. To keep from tipping off 
suspects, in appropriate circumstances the govermnent can petition a court to approve a delayed-notice 
search warrant, and thus avoid tipping offthe suspect to the existence of a criminal or terrorist 
investigation. A delayed;.. notice warrant is exactly like an ordinary search warrant in every respect 
except that law enforcement agents are authorized by a judge to temporarily delay giving notice that the 
search has been conducted. The USAP A TRIOT Act established a uniform nationwide standard for 
use of delayed~notice search Warrants to ensure an even handed application.of Constitutional 
safeguards to all Americans. Unfortunately, the public debate about how delayed~notice warrants 
work and why investigators need them has featured a great deal of misinformation. 
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The Honorab1e J. Dennis Hastert 
Page Two 

Along with the other materials the Department has provided to Congress, we hope this report 
will serve to be infonnative to you and your constituents about the truth regarding our efforts in the war 
on terror, and our ever present battle against violent crime and drugs. It is vital that Congress act on 
the basis of~ rather than fictions. To that end, the Department is fu]]y committed to providing 
Congress with the infonn,ationitneeds to infonn its deliberations. 

The progress made by the Department to date in the war against terrorism would not have been 
possible without the tools.and resources provided by Congress. The Department is grateful for the 
strong support it has received from Congress and looks forward to working closely with Congress to 
ensure that the key tools contained in the USA PATRIOT Act do not expire at the end of2005. 

If we. can be of further assistance regarding.this or any other matter, please do not hesitate to 
contact this office. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely, 

lf.JL. t. }bJJJ,. 
William E. Moschella 
Assistant Attorney General 
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DeJayed-Notiee Search Warrants: 
A Vital and Time-Honored Tool for Fighting Crime 

Introduction 

During the early stages of criminal investigations, including terrorism 
investigations, keeping th~ existence of an investigation confidential can be critical to its 
success. Tipping off suspects to the fact that they are under investigation could cause 
them to flee prosecuti<m, destroy evidence, intimidate or kill witnesses or, in terrorism 
cases, even accelerate a plot to carry out an attack. 

One vital tool for avoiding the harms caused by premature disclosure is the 
delayed-notice search warrant. A dclayed.,.notice warrant is exactly like an ordinary 
search warrant in every respect except that law enforcement agents are authorized by a 
judge to temporarily delay giving notice that the search has been conducted. 

Although delayed-notice warrants are a decades-old law enforcement tool, they 
have received increased attention since the USA P ATRJOT Act established a uniform 
nationwide standard for their use. Unfortunately, the public debate about how 
delayed-notice warrants work and why investigators need them has featured a great deal 
of misinformation. 

This paper explains how delayed-notice warrants actually work, why they are 
critical to the success ofcriminal investigations ()fall kinds, and what setbacks law 
enforcement would suffer if this well-established and important authority were limited or 
eliminated. It also details the time~ honored judicial doctrine authorizing delayed notice 
in certain circumstances, as well as the USA PATRJOTAct's role in harmonizing 
standards for using delayed-notice warrants. Finally. to demonstrate the importance of 
delayed-notice warrants in real-world law enforcement, this paper l)igblights some post
USA PATRIOT Act investigations in which delayed-notice 'Warrants were vital to the 
investigations' success. 

The Need for Delayed-Notice Search Warrants 

fn the vastrn4Yority ofcases, law enforcement agents provide immediate notice of 
a search warrant's execution. However, if immediate notice were required in every case, 
agents would find themsdves in a quandary in certain sensitive investigations: how to 
accommodate both the urgent need to conduct a search· and the equally pressing need to 
keep the ongoing investigation confidential. Consider, for example, a case in which law 
enforcement received a tip that a large shipment ofheroin was about to be distributed and 
obtained a warrant to seize the drugs. To preserve the investigation's confidentiality and 
yet prevent the drugs' distribution, rnv·estigators would prefer to make the seizure appear 
to be a. theft by rival drug traffickers. Should investigators be forced to let the drugs hit 
the streets because notice of a seizure would disclose the investigation and destroy any 
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chance ofidentifying the drug ring's leaders and dismantling the operation -or to make 
the alternative choice to sacrifice the investigation to keep dangerous dnigs out ofthe 
community? What if immediate notice would disclose the identity of a cooperating 
witness" putting that witness in grave danger? 

This dilemma is especially acute in terrorism investigations, where the slightest 1·· · 
indication of government interest can lead a loosely connected cell to dissolve. only to . 

re-fi·o·nn ~t som. ~ .. otherti .. rne ~ .. d plac·e· in. p. ur .. s~.itof.·.som. e other.pl.ot. Should in .. ve.~tig. atorsj who recetve a t1p of an 1mmment attack dcchne to search the suspected terronst s 
residence for evidence of when and where the attack will occur because notice of the 
search would prevent la\v enforcement agents from learning the identities of the 
remainder of the terrorist's cell, leaving it tree to plan future attacks? 

Fortunately, because delayed-notice search warrants are available in sitUations 
such as these, investigators do not have to choose between pursuing terrorists.and 
criminals and protecting the public safety. Like any other search warrant, and as required 
by the Fourth Amendment, a delayed-notice search warrant is issued by a federal judge 
upon a showing ofprobable cause that the property to be searched for or seized 
constitutes evidence of a criminal offense. A delayed..:noticc warrant differs from an 
ordinary search warrant only in that the judge specifically authorizes the law enforcement 
officers executing the warrant to wait for a limited period oftimc before notifying the 
subject of the search that the warrant ha.<; been executed. 

Delayed-Notice Search Warrants: A Longstanding Law Enforcement Tool 

Delayed-notice search warrants are nothing new. Judges around the country have 
been issuing them for decades in circumstances where there are important reasons not 1o 
provide immediate notice that a search has been conducted. Such warrants have been 
squarely upheld by courts nationwide in a variety of contexts - from drug trafficking 
investigations to child pornography cases. 

Long before enactment ofthe USA PATRIOT Act, the Supreme Court expressly 
held in United States v. Dalia that covert entry pursuant to a judicial warrant does not 
violate the Fourth Amendment, rejecting. the argument that it was uncortstitu:tiona1 as 
"frivolous.';1 Since Dalia, three federal courts of appeals have considered the 
constitutionality of delayed-notice search warrants. and all three have upheld them.2 In 
1986, in United States v. Freitas, the Ninth Circuit considered the constitutionality of a 
search warrant allowing S\liTeptitious entry to ascertain the status of a methamphetamine 

laboratory without revealin~ t?c ex. _iste.nc·e. of the investigati.on .. ~hil. e .. the. court ~led that] 
the covert search was penntss1ble, It further held that the warrant s frulure to spectfy . 
when notice must be given was impermissible. The court set as a standard that notice 

1 See Dalia v. United States, 441 U.S. 238 (1979); see also Katz v. United States, 389 U$. 347 ( 1967). 
2 See United Stares v. Freitas, 800 F.2d 1451 (9thCir. 1986); United States v. Villegas, 899 F.2d 1324 (2d 
Cir. 1990); United States v, Simons, 206 F.3d 392 (4th Cii. 2000). 
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mus. t be gi. ven within ''a reaso. na.ble, .. but short, time" and ruled that that period could not ] 
exceed seven days abs~nt "a strong showing of necessity." 

Four years later, the Second Circuit reach.cd a similar conclusion but articulated a 
different standard. In United States v. Villegas, the court considered the pennissibility of 
a search warrant authorizing delayed notice or'the search ofacocaine factory because the 
primary suspect's coconspirator~ hadyet to be identified. The court held thatdday is 
permissible if investigators show there l.s "good reason" for the delay. The Second ·?· 
Circuit agreed with the Ninth <?ircuit ~h~t th~ initial del~:'/ should ~ot exceed seven days 
but allowed for further delays If each JS JUSttfied by "a iresh showmg of the need for 
further delay." · 

In 2000; in United States v. Simon, a decision that stemmed from a warrant to 
seize evidence of child pornography, .the Fourth Circuit also ruled that delayed .l 
notificationwas constitutionally permissible. In that decision, though, the court ruled 
that a 45-day initial delay was constitutional. 

IIi short, it was clear Jong before the USA PATRIOT Act that judges have the 
auf.tlority to authorize some delay in giving the notice of a search "varrant's execution that 
is required by Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Proccdirre- but the law 
governing issuance of delayed-noticed warrants was a mix of inconsistent rules, practices 
and court decisions varying from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 

Section 213 of lhe USA PATRIOT Act 

In enacting the USA PATRIOT Act, Congress recognized that delayed-notice 
search warrants are a vital aspect of the Justice Department's strategy of prevention
detecting and incapacitating terrorists, drug dealers and other criminals before they can 
harm our nation. Section 213 of the Act, codified at 18 U.S.C. § 31 03a, created an 
explicit statutory authority for investigators and prosecutors to ask a court for pennission 
to delay temporarily notice that a warrant has been executed. 

As discussed above, section2l3 did not create delayed-notice search warrants, 
which have been issued by judges on their ovvn authority for years. In fact, in a Texas 
drug-trafficking investigation, a court that had authorized a delayed-notice search warrant 
before enactment ofthe USAPATRIOT Act ~uthorized ~ ~rther delay of notification ] 
after enactment of the USA PATRlOT Act w1thout mod1fytng the procedure or 
justification for doing so. 

Nor did section 213, as some critics have claimed, expand the government's 
ability to use delayed-notice warrants or authorize law enforcement to search private 

....nrn.nerty without any notice to the owner. Rather, section 213 merely codified the 
authority that law enforcement had already possessed for decades and clarified the 
standard for its application. By doing so; the USA PATRIOT Act simply established a 
unifonn national standard for the use ofthis vital crime,;.fighting tool. 
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Under section 213, delayed-notice warrants can be used only upon the issuance of 
an order from an Article III court, and only in extremely narrow circumstances. A court 
may allow law enforcement to delay notification only ifthejudge has reasonable cause to 
believe that immediate notification would result irt danger to the life or physical safety of 
an individual, flight from prosecution, destruction of or tampering with evidence, 
intimidation of potential witnesses, or other serious jeopardy to an investigation or undue 
delay of a trial.3 As such, section2l3 provides greater safeguards for Americans' civil 
liberties than did the hodgepodge of pre-USA PATRIOT Act standards for delaying 
notice, which did not uniformly constrain judges' discretion as to what situations justified 
delays. 

In no case does section 213 allow law enforcement to conduct searches or 
seizures without giving notice that the property has been searehed or seized. Rather, 
section 213 expressly requires notice to be given, and merely allows agents, with a 
judge's approval, to delay notice temporarily for a "reasonable period" oftime specitied 
in the warrant No delay beyond this specified time is allowed without further court 
authorization. 

Section 213 also prohibits deh1yed-notice seizures where searches will suffice. 
The provision expressly requires that any warrant issued under its authority must prohibit 
the seizure of any tangible property or communication unless the court finds there is 
"reasonable necessity" for the seizure. 

Important Real~ World Benefits ofDeiayed-Notice Warrants 

Delayed-notice warrants issued under section 213 over the course of the last three 
years have been invaluable in actual law enforcement investigations of crimes ranging 
from drug trafficking and money laundering to international terrorism. Although some of 
its uses cannot be discussed publicly because they have occurred in ongoing 
investigations or involve classifiedinformation, this section provides a number of 
examples of section 213's use thatdcmonstrate just how vital the authority codified there 
is to effective law enforcement. 

L Terrorism Investigations 

Delayed-notice warrants have played critical roles in a number of investigations 
of the activities of terrorists and their supporters in the United States. 

Examples: 

·>- In Unit,ed States v. Odeh, a narco-terrorismcase, a court issued a 
section 213 warrant to search an envelope mailed to a target of the 
investigation. The search confirmed that the target was operating an 

3 See 18 U.S.C. § 2705{3.)(2). 
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illegal money exchange to funnel money to the Middle East, including to 
an associate of an apparent Islamic Jihad operative in Israel. The 
delayed-notice provision allowed investigators to conduct the search 
without compromising an ongoing wiretap on the target and several 
confederates. In May 2003~ the target was notified of the search warrant's 
execution and charged. 

~ In a Chicago'""area investigation in the spring of2003, a courl,.authorized 
delayed-notice search warrant allowed investigators to gain evidence of a 
plan to ship unmanned aerial vehicle (UA V) components to Pakistan, but 
to gain that evidence withoutpr()mpting the suspects to flee. The UAVs at 
issue would have been capable of carrying up to 200 pounds of cargo, 
potentially explosives, while guided out of line of sight by a laptop 
computer. Delayed notice of a search of email communications provided 
investigators infonnation that allowed them to defer arresting the main 
suspect. who has since pleaded guilty, until all the shipments of UA V 
components ha.d been located and were known to be in Chicago. 

II. Drug Investigations 

The usefulness of delayed:-notice search warrants is not limited to terrorism 
investigations. In fact, they have been particularly usefulin the investigation of drug 
conspiracies because drug-:-trafficking operations often involve tenuous connections 
among participants that dissolve at the slightest hirit of an iiwcstigation, as well as 
evidencethat is quickly and easily destroyed and cooperating witnesses who are placed at 
great risk if the existence of an investigation is disclosed. 

Examples: 

~ A delayed-notice warrant issued under section 213 \Vas of tremendous 
value in Operation Candy Box, a multi-jurisdictional Organized Crime and 
Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) investigation targeting a 
Canadian-based ecstasy and marijuana trafficking organization. In 2004, 
investigators learned that an automobile loaded with a large quantity of 
ecstasy would be crossing the U.S.-Canadiart border en route to Florida. 
On March 5, 2004, after the suspect vehicle crossed into the United States 
near Buffalo,DEA agents foUowed.the vehicle until the drivcntopped at 
a restaurant just off the highway. Thereafter, one agent used a duplicate 
key to enter the vehicle and drive away while other agents spread broken 
glass in the parking space to create the impression that the vehicle had 
been stolen. A search of the vehicle revealed a hidden compartment 
containing 30,000 ecstasy tablets and ten pounds of high-potency 
marijuana. Because investigators were able to obtain a delayed 
notification search warrant, the drugs were seized, the investigation was 
not jeopardized, and over 130 individuals were later arrested on March 31, 
2004 in a two-nation crackdown. Without the delayed-notification search 
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warrant, agents would have been forced to reveal the existence of the 
investigation prematurely, which almost certainly would have resulted in 
the flight of many of the targets ofthe investigation. 

In 2002, as pan of a massive multi-state investigation of 
methamphetamine trafficking; the DEA learned that suspects were 
preparing to distribute a large quantity of methamphetamine in 
Indianapolis. Openly seizing the drugs would have compromised an · 
investigation reaching as far as Alabama, Arizona, California and Hawaii; 
not seizing the <frugs would have resulted in their distribution. With a 
court's approval, DEA agents searched the stash location and seized 
8,5 pouJ1dS of methamphetam~ne without providing immediate notice of 
the seizure. In the wake of the drugs' disappearance, two main suspects 
had a telephone conversation about the disapp~ance that provided 
investigators further leads, eventually resulting in the seizure of fifteen 
more pounds of methamphetamine and the identification of the other 
members of the criminal organization. More than 1 00 individuals have 
been charged with drug trafficking as a part of this investigation, and a 
number have already been convicted. 

);- During an investigation into a nationwide organization that distributed 
cocaine, methamphetamine, and marijuana, the court issued a delayed 
notice warrant to search a residence in which agents seized more than 
225 kilograms of drugs. The organization relied heavily on the irregular 
use of cell phones and usually discontinued use of particular cell phones 
after a seizure ofdrugsor drug proceeds, hampering continued telephone 
interception. Here, however, interceptions after the delayed-notice seizure 
indicated that the suspects believed that other drug dealers had stolen their 
drugs. None of the telephones intercepted was disposed of, and no one in 
the organization discontinued use of telephones. The delayed-notice 
seizure enabled the govenunent to prevent sa:le of the seized drugs without 
disrupting the larger investigation. 

~ In 2002, DEA agents in California were intercepting wire communications 
of an OCDETF target who was distributing heroin and discovered that a 
load of heroin was to be delivered to a patticular residence. Using a 
delayed notification search warrant, agents entered the residence. While 
theywer~:: able to seize a quantity of heroin, the load for which they were 
se~ching had not yet arrived. Had agents left notice at that point that law 
enforcement had entered the residence, the loadwou1d not have been 
delivered and the principals involved in the drug conspiracy would have 
scattered. A <felayed-:notice warraJit, however, permitted the investigation 
to continue until the following week, when agents were able to seize 54 
pounds of heroin and arrest the main targets of the investigation. 
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I.n California, investigators successfully utilized a delayed-notification 
search warrant in a case involving methamphetamine. In that case, the 
perpetrators had ordered a 22-liter flask and heat1rig mantle for their 
methamphetamine lab, and investigators wanted to intercept the shipment 
and place a beeper inside to track the items. The tracker worked, and 
investigators eventually took down a lab in the process of cooking about 
12 pounds of methamphetamine. Had agents given notice at the time the 
beeper was installed, the investigation would have ended immediately. 

HI. Investig~tions of Other Serious Crimes 

Delayed-notice warrants have also played critical roles in investigations of a 
variety of other serious criminal activities. 

Examples: 

)> During the investigative phase of what became a major drug prosecution 
in PennSylvania, investigators using a wiretap learned of a counterfeit 
credit card operation. At prosecutors' request, the court issued a 
delayed~notice search \varrant for a package of counterfeit cards scheduled 
for delivery to the business of one of the drug suspects. This successful 
search enabled inve!)tigators to secure evidence of the credit card fraud 
and to notify banks that certain accounts had been compromised- but to 
do so without immediately disclosing to the suspects either the existence 
off:he wiretap or the investigation itself. Delaying notification of the 
warrant's execution allowed for immediate action to prevent possible 
imminent harm from the credit card counterfeiting scheme while 
maintaining the temporary confidentiality ofthe drug investigation, which 
was not yet ripe for disclosure. As a result, prosecutors were able to 
secure multiple convictions in both the drug prosecution and the credit 
card prosecution. 

A delayed-notice search warrant allowed agents investigating an 
international money laundering operation to scc1.1re evidence of the 
conspiracy withoutjeopardizing their investigation. An extensive network 
of perpetrators was laundering more than $20 million per year in proceeds 
from a black market peso exchange operating in New York., Miami and 
Colombia, Israeli drugtrafficking, and California-based tax evasion. 
Before the investigation was made public, investigators learned that the 
main suspect was shippinga large volwne of cash from Miami to New 
York. The court approved a delayed-notice warrant, which allowed agents 
to photograph the money - memorializing its existence for use in 
prosecuting the conspiracy- \vithout compromising the confidentiality of 
the ongoing investigation. 
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Conclusion 

Both before and after the enactment of section 213 of the USA PATRIOT Act, 
'immediate notice that a search warrant has been executed has been standard procedure. 
As has always been the case, delayed-notice warrants are used infrequently and 
judiciously-- only in appmpriate situations where immediate notice likely would harm 
individuals or compromise invcstigations,and even then only with a judge's express 
approval. As demonstrated by the examples above, however, the ability to delay notice 
that a search or seizure has taken place is invaluable when those rare situations arise. The 
investigators and prosecutors on the front lines of fighting crime and terrorism should not 
be forced to choose between preventing immediate hann - such as a terrorist attack or 
an influx of illegal drugs -and completing a sensitive investigation that might shut 
down the entire terror cell or drug Jrafficking operation, Thanks to the long-standing 
availability of delayed-notice warrants in these cireutnstailces, they do not have to make 
that choice. 
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